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(FADE IN) 
 

EXT. JUNGLE – NIGHT (Storming) 
 
AN INDIAN GIRL, dressed in a catholic school uniform, races 
through the woods. 
 
Her face is DRENCHED IN SWEAT, her clothes covered in dirt. The 
wet leaves smack her across the face as she runs through them.  
 
A METAL PLATE is around her neck… 
 
AN INDIAN BOY chases after her, visibly older, wearing the same 
plate. He pulls out his handgun and shoots at her, but he misses 
each time.  
 
The girl TRIPS AND FALLS, doing a face-plant.  
 
She hears the boy approaching her. She attempts to crawl away, 
but he grabs her shoulder and forcibly turns her on her back. 
The girl stares at him, tears in her eyes. She knows her life is 
over… 
 
The boy smiles arrogantly, knowing he has her cornered. He 
points his gun at her and pulls the trigger…but he’s out of 
bullets. He shakes the gun in disbelief, as if it had suddenly 
broken or something. 
 
The girl looks around and finds a large stick nearby. She 
reaches for it, using her tiny wet fingers to roll it towards 
her.  
 
The boy hears this and immediately refocuses his attention back 
on the girl… but she picks up the stick and STRIKES him across 
his face! The boy drops his gun and backs away, losing his 
balance. 
 
The girl JERKS UP from the ground. The boy glares at her, 
pissed, A LINE OF BLOOD running down the side of his face. He 
CHARGES towards her and girl STRIKES him again.  
 
She delivers another blow, more powerful than the last, which 
sends him falling to the ground. The girl wastes no time beating 
him into a bloody pulp, killing him. 
 
Panting, the girl drops the stick and takes a step back, staring 
at the body, almost expecting it to move…but it doesn’t… 
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The girl’s metal plate BEEPS for a few seconds and UNSNAPS 
ITSELF and falls off. She feels her neck, as if it was the first 
time she’s felt it in several days, like she feels naked without 
the plate. 
 
EXT. HEADQUARTERS ENTRANCE – NIGHT (Storming) 
 
The girl enters what was clearly a schoolyard at one time.  
 
She’s completely soaked from the heavy rains. She walks towards 
the building, which is designed like a high school; her face 
void of any emotion. 
 
The FLOODLIGHTS suddenly cut on ONE-BY-ONE, and the girl STOPS 
in her tracks. SOLDIERS dressed in army wear are aligned along 
the headquarter walls, and a helicopter flies over the area. 
 
A FORMALLY-DRESSED MAN, 40s, exits the building, accompanied by 
FOUR SOLDIERS, two on each side.  
 
                      HARDY 
               Looks like we’ve found our winner. 
               (as he approach her) 
               Last night, we had forty-two  
               students… Tonight, we have one.  
 
He offers to shake her hand, but she just stares at it. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Congratulations.  
 
Everything blacks out. 
 
EXT. OFFICE – UNKNOWN 
 
It’s near pitched black, the only thing seen is a old wooden 
desk with a CLASS PHOTO sitting on top of it…a photo of 42 
racially-diverse students…all appearing to be between 17 or 18 
years of age. 
 
We’re shown close-ups of various students before we come across 
JOSHUA TISDALE…a blue-eyed blonde “All American” boy. 
 
                      JOSHUA (V.O.) 
               My name is Joshua Tisdale. I’m 
               seventeen years old.  
                      (MORE) 
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                      JOSHUA (V.O.) 
               I was born in Kansas, but now I live  
               with my mom in LA, which is… a little 
               different… to say the least…  
 
EXT. HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM – DAY 
 
The crowd cheers as the home team, MARWICK (red), scores a 
point, leading over YORK (blue) 6-to-2. All 42 students in the 
photo are present at the game. 
 
Joshua claps, though the blonde girl next to him, SARAH PARKER, 
is showing much more enthusiasm.  
 
                      JOSHUA (V.O.) 
               I attend Marwick Academy High…  
               Personally, I think it’s a dumb- 
               sounding name, and it sounds really 
               weird whenever I say it out-loud,  
               so I try to avoid bringing it up as  
               much as possible. Oh yeah, and the  
               girl next to me… That’s my girlfriend, 
               Sarah Parker. It’s really funny, cuz 
               like, everyone in school thinks we’re 
               like this perfect couple. And…yeah,  
               personality-wise, Sarah’s great, but… 
               I mean, I dunno… Whenever I think of  
               us, I just think of two blonde white 
               people… 
               (beat) 
               Anyway, when I first came here, I  
               thought this was the perfect school.  
               Everyone was smart…good looking… 
               generally pretty nice…but this school 
               has more than its fair of secrets… 
 
INT. MUSIC CLASSROOM – DAY 
 
KEVIN HARDY, a middle-aged man, passes back graded test papers 
to his students. You can tell that he was once good looking, but 
things like alcohol and drugs have got to him.  
 
Two girls of particular interest sit in the middle of the 
classroom, JENNYLEE SANDERS and BRIANNA FLORES. Both girls look 
fresh out of a magazine cover.  
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Jennylee has a really adorable face, with long blonde hair and 
blonde bangs. 
 
Brianna is the sexier of the two, with exotic facial features 
and short, sexy black hair that almost touches her shoulders.  
 
She giggles, intrigued by whatever it is that Jennylee is 
whispering to her. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Are you serious? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Dead ass! He was totally trying to 
               kiss me yesterday, and I think he  
               would’ve done it if his wife didn’t  
               call. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               His wife? He’s married?? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Yes! Didn’t you see his ring?  
    
                      BRIANNA 
               Oh my God! 
               (beat) 
               Jenny, why are you doing this?  
               This is just music history; you  
               won’t need this class to graduate.   
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               I know. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               So why are you trying to fuck the  
               teacher? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               I’m not “trying” to do anything.  
               He’s attracted to me, I’m attracted  
               to him… We have a genuine connection. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               No you don’t. He’s a dirty old man 
               trying to get some high school ass. 
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                      JENNYLEE 
               Umm, aren’t you screwing around with  
               Felix Moss? And he doesn’t he have a 
               girlfriend? Hmmm…what’s her name? 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Three things. First off, Felix is  
               actually my age. Two, he’s not married, 
               and three… He could do better.  
               Felicity’s really not that cute. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               It’s funny listening to you talk 
               shit about that girl. I bet you  
               won’t say any of this to her face. 
 
Mr. Hardy approaches the girls. 
 
                      JENNYLEE  
               Shh!  
 
Mr. Hardy hands a graded paper to Brianna. Jennylee smiles 
cutely as she slightly squeezes her breasts together. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Hi, Mr. Hardy. 
 
Mr. Hardy can see through this, but it still flatters him. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Hello, Jennylee.   
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               How was your weekend? 
 
                      HARDY 
               It was good. How was yours? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Pretty decent.  
 
                      HARDY 
               That’s great. So how’s your day going? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Good. It’s better now, though. 
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                      HARDY 
               Is that right? 
               (hands her test back) 
               Guess I’ll be seeing you soon.  
 
He walks off. Jennylee happily turns over her test, only to find 
a big red 55% at the top. Brianna cracks up, while Jennylee is 
totally shocked. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Looks like someone needs to brush  
               up on her head game. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               No sweetie. I think that’s your  
               area of expertise.     
 
- LATER -         
    
The bell rings and the students begin heading out of the class, 
including Brianna.  
 
Jennylee walks to Mr. Hardy, holding her test paper. He looks up 
at her. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Yes?  
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Hi, um… I don’t know how I got  
               this grade. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Okay. What do you need help with? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               I dunno… everything, apparently.  
               (stressed sigh) 
               Ugh, I spent all night studying for  
               this. I even got my brothers to  
               help me. I just thought I’d do  
               better this time. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Well, unfortunately, I can’t do  
               anything about that right now.   
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                      HARDY (CONT’D) 
               But feel free to see me during  
               coach class if you need any help.  
         
Jennylee sighs. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Thanks, Mr. Hardy.  
                   
                      HARDY 
               No Problem. 
 
She turns her back and rolls her eyes as she heads out the door.  
 
                     HARDY 
              Jennylee? 
 
She stops. 
 
                     HARDY 
               I thought I told you to start 
               calling me Kevin. 
 
She smirks. 
 
                     JENNYLEE 
              I’ll start calling you Kevin… 
              (holds up graded exam) 
              …When you start passing me. 
 
She leaves.  
 
EXT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT – DAY 
 
Hardy walks to the lot from around the school. 
 
TERRY CASTAÑO and DAICHI GOROU, both losers, eighteen, stand by 
the school’s SIDE ENTRANCE.  
 
They’re dressed similarly (wearing baggy clothes), but of the 
two, Terry is more attractive, being physically fit and having a 
decent face, where as Daichi is a little chubby.  
 
Terry and Daichi are smoking a bag full of weed, and they do a 
poor job of trying to hide it.  
 
Daichi spots Hardy walking towards them. 
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                      DAICHI 
               Oh, shit.  
 
                      TERRY 
               What?       
 
                      DAICHI 
               A teacher’s coming. 
 
Terry spits out the blunt and begins dusting off his clothes. 
Hardy draws closer, and the guys panic. 
 
                      DAICHI 
               Quick, hide this shit! 
 
                      TERRY 
               And where the fuck am I gonna hide 
               it at?  
 
Daichi digs through Terry’s pockets, trying to find room to 
place the paper bag in. 
 
                      DAICHI 
               Dude, your pants are bigger than  
               mine. You can fucking make room. 
 
Hardy shakes his head and walks pass them. They stare at him, 
hearts racing, their eyes following him as he walks to his car.  
 
                      DAICHI 
               You think he saw us? 
 
                      TERRY 
               Nah, I don’t think so… 
               (beat) 
               Will you hurry up and put that away 
               so we can leave? 
 
                       DAICHI 
               (as he opens his book-bag) 
               Will you stop bitching? Geez.  
 
Daichi places the bag inside. He and Terry make a quick escape.  
 
Mr. Hardy opens his truck and starts to place his briefcase 
inside when -- out of nowhere – a football hits his truck, 
startling him. 
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He turns around, and GUSTAV HARVEY, a skinny, goofy-looking kid 
approaches him, trying to keep himself from laughing. Seven guys 
stand behind from a distance, on the grass. 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               Dude, I am so, so sorry. The ball 
               just like… slipped out of his hands  
               or something… We weren’t trying to 
               hit you, I swear. 
 
CHIN WEI is shocked, mouth wide open. The other guys try to 
conceal their laughter 
 
                      CHIN 
               That was his ball! 
 
The anger from Hardy can practically be felt. He slams his trunk 
shut and walks to the driver’s seat. 
 
Gustav remains at a “safe” distance. 
 
                      GUSTAV 
                So… Are we gonna get that back?  
 
EXT. HARDY HOME - DAY 
 
A car pulls up in a driveway of an average, two-story home.  
 
INT. DINING ROOM – NIGHT 
 
Hardy, his wife LISA, and his son ROBERT sit around the table, 
eating their dinner in awkward silence.  
 
Robert senses the tension. He knows he has caused it, and so he 
looks downward, avoiding eye contact with his parents. 
 
Hardy and Lisa briefly exchange looks. Hardy clears his throat. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Robert. Can you give us a minute? 
 
Robert nods. 
 
                      ROBERT 
               Yeah, sure. 
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He gathers his plate and leaves. Robert stares at Lisa and she 
stares back. 
 
                      HARDY 
               What are we gonna do with that boy? 
 
Lisa is obviously tired of having this discussion. 
 
                      LISA 
               I dunno, Robert, I really don’t.  
               I told you a long time ago what  
               I think we should do. 
 
                      HARDY 
               We can’t afford to move, Lisa. 
 
                      LISA 
               So what do you want to do, Kevin? 
               You’re the teacher; you obviously  
               must have all the answers-- 
 
                      HARDY 
               --Lisa… 
               (beat) 
               We’ll talk about this later. I  
               can’t deal with you when you’re 
               acting like this. 
 
Hardy gets up from the table and leaves. 
 
INT. LIVING ROOM 
 
Hardy walks towards the stairs. Lisa follows.  
 
                      LISA 
               Has it ever occurred to you, that 
               maybe he’s behaving this way because 
               it’s the only that way he can get  
               you to say two words to him? When  
               was the last time you’ve spoken to 
               Bob? Without screaming at him or  
               punching him in the face, that is? 
 
Hardy grabs his coat from the rack. 
 
                      LISA 
               Where are you going? 
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He leaves. 
 
INT. SLEAZY BAR – NIGHT 
 
Hardy sits by the bar. He lifelessly stares at the window across 
from him. 
 
                      BARTENDER 
               So what’ll it be?      
 
He lights a cigarette 
 
                      HARDY 
               Give me the heaviest you got,  
               my man. 
 
                      BARTENDER 
               You got it.      
 
INT. MUSIC CLASSROOM – DAY 
 
Hardy’s seated at the desk in front of the class, who are 
quietly engaging in class work. He occasionally looks up at the 
clock above, which reads, 2:14. He looks totally worn out and 
practically dead, as if it’s a chore for him to be here. 
 
Jennylee looks up at him, worried. Brianna is concerned as well.  
 
                      BRIANNA 
               What’s with him? 
 
The bell rings and students begin to head out, though Jennylee 
stays behind. When the class clears, she walks to Hardy’s desk. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Hi… 
 
                      HARDY 
               Huh? 
               (it hits him) 
               Oh, right. Coach class. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Actually, Kevin… I want to talk  
               to you about something else.  
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                      HARDY 
               …What? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               …Is everything okay? 
 
                      HARDY 
               Jennylee--      
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               --I know it’s inappropriate, but 
               you really don’t look so good… 
               What’s going on with you, Hardy? 
 
                      HARDY 
               You need to leave. 
 
Jennylee is shocked and hurt by this. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Fine.  
 
She begins to leave. Hardy sighs in frustration. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Wait.  
 
She turns to face the man, who looks more pathetic than ever. He 
gets up and approaches her and she looks at him…the 
vulnerability in his eyes.  
 
                      HARDY 
               I’m sorry. The truth is… I think  
               I’m losing my mind. 
 
Jennylee stares into Hardy’s eyes, sympathetic. She gently rubs 
the side of his face. Hardy knows where this will lead, but he 
doesn’t stop it. She lounges forward, and locks her lips with 
Hardy’s.  
 
Hardy doesn’t hold back, pulling her closer, the kiss becoming 
more imitate. 
 
The doors open, and a woman enters. Jennylee glances at the 
woman, who stares at them in utter shock and disgust.  
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Jennylee forcibly pushes Hardy off of her as if he was trying to 
attack her. She runs out of the room wiping her mouth, her eyes 
filling with tears of embarrassment.  
 
Hardy and the woman exchange tense, awkward glares. Hardy knows 
he’s done for. 
 
                      JOSHUA (V.O.) 
               …And that was the last time anyone’s 
               seen, or heard from Hardy. After his  
               wife left him and took the kid with  
               her, some say he off’d himself… But  
               no one really knows for sure what  
               happened to Kevin Hardy… No one even  
               cares, for that matter.     
 
EXT. HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM – DAY 
 
The score is now 8-to-6, MARWICK still in the lead over YORK. 
Ten seconds on the clock. Everyone watches, anxious, as YORK 
attempts do a field goal. 
 
Sarah is fully engaged in the game. Joshua looks at his watch. 
 
                      SARAH 
               Oh God. Oh God, I can’t watch this. 
 
The placekicker kicks the ball and Marwick’s team race to catch 
it, with one particular player making significant progress.  
 
In an act of desperation, he leaps to catch the ball -- and he 
does. The game ends, and all of Marwick cheer joyfully.  
 
The stocky player, #17, responsible for the team’s win takes off 
his helmet, revealing himself to be QUINCY JACKSON, a dread-
locked pretty boy around 18 years old. His teammates run up to 
hug him. 
 
Sarah joyfully hugs Joshua, jumping up-and-down, embarrassing 
him a little. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Okay, okay. Settle down. 
 
INT. SUPERIOR TOURS BUS – DAY 
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The bus is filled with the 42 students, each with their luggage 
sitting underneath their seats. Two INSTRUCTORS sit up front 
with DANIEL WALKER, GARY COSTNER, and CHICHI BABAJIDE, the 
“nerdy kids.”  
 
NANUK WAYNA sits in back, a dark, slender male. Next to him is 
LEAH TABASA, a cute tanned girl with big, curly brown hair.  
 
Nanuk holds up his digital camera as Leah slides closer to him. 
He takes the picture. He shows it to his giddy girlfriend. 
 
                      LEAH 
               You look so cute! See, you do take 
               good pictures. 
 
                      NANUK 
              (chuckle)   
              Shut up. 
 
Joshua and Sarah are seated in the middle. Sarah can hardly 
contain herself.  
 
                      SARAH          
               You know, this will be my first time  
               ever going to New York. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Really? 
 
                      SARAH 
               Hm-Hmm. I hope I brought enough cash… 
               I hear that everything down there is 
               like, really expensive. 
 
A tall beauty emerges from the very back of the bus, making her 
way towards Joshua… SVETLANA DILLINGHAM, every strand of her 
dark hair styled perfectly.  
 
She walks pass JOSEPH SNYDER, a racially ambiguous teen around 
18 y/o. 
 
He’s with his jock friends…FELIX MOSS, the “tall, dark and 
handsome” of the class, and NIGEL HALL, a confident teen with a 
short-cut who keeps himself in great physical shape. 
 
Felix elbows Joseph on the side. They whisper.  
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                       FELIX 
               C’mon, man! 
 
                       JOSEPH 
               No! I can’t ask her out on a  
               freakin’ bus. 
 
Joshua and Sarah look up at Svetlana, who smiles back.  
 
                      SARAH 
               Hey. What’s up? 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Nothing much… 
               (eyes Joshua) 
               Hi, Josh. 
 
Joshua politely waves, flattered, but his smile fades when Sarah 
gives him that “you-better-not” look.      
 
                      SVETLANA 
               (to Sarah) 
               Can you do me a favor? I think 
               one of the guys back there is   
               trying to flirt with me, and it’s… 
   
An instructor from the very front turns around to face the kids. 
He clears his throat. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               …Nevermind. Later. 
 
Joshua waves at her in politeness as she returns to her seat. 
Sarah hits him, insulted. 
 
In the back the bus, on the right side, is Terry and Daichi, 
with ISAIAH TORRES, a strong, tough-looking 18-year-old with 
KYLIE ARKINS sitting next to him, a cute girl of the same age.  
 
Isaiah’s turned over to Terry and Daichi. They snicker like 
devious chipmunks, staring at the stuff inside Daichi’s bag.  
 
                      KYLIE 
               (rolls eyes)  
               You know what you guys are? You’re 
               fiends. You can’t go a single day  
               without smoking that shit.  
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                      DAICHI 
               Dude, put a sock in it. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Sure. But that stuff kills brain  
               cells, and believe me, you need ‘em. 
               (to Isaiah, quieter) 
               And you know better. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Well, as long as I don’t smoke it 
               around you, then it shouldn’t be a  
               problem. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               That’s not how it’s gonna work,  
               Isaiah. 
 
Terry stares at the two, confused. He can tell that there’s 
something else going on between them, but he quickly dismisses 
it.  
 
                      TERRY 
               Anyway…      
 
Something catches his eye outside -- several army trucks aligned 
along the road, soldiers standing in front and around them in 
perfect posture, staring the bus as it drives by. 
 
                      TERRY 
               What in the world? 
 
Daichi, Kylie and Isaiah peak through the window as well. 
 
                      DAICHI 
               Those things look a lot cooler  
               in person. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Why are they staring at us like  
               that? 
 
Terry stares at the soldiers and they stare back. 
 
                      ISAIAH (O.S.) 
               Who knows… 
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The soldiers and the trucks are soon out of sight. 
 
EXT. ROAD – DAY 
 
The bus drives into a dark tunnel…and soon…everything goes 
black… 
 
EXT. SUPERIOR TOURS BUS - NIGHT 
 
Joshua hangs halfway off his seat. He wakes up. He looks at 
Sarah, who’s knocked out sleep. 
 
He turns around to observe everyone else…the entire bus is 
knocked out. 
 
He falls out of his seat, alerting two people above…the driver 
and a woman standing beside him, both wearing face masks, both 
dressed professionally.  
 
The woman turns around, staring at Joshua as he attempts to get 
up. She approaches him and the driver turns around briefly to 
see what’s going on, and then focuses his attention back on 
driving. 
 
The woman walks to Joshua, her heels clicking as she walks. One 
hand behind her back, carrying something that can’t be seen. 
 
Joshua looks up and immediately senses that this woman is up to 
no good. He tries to crawl away from her, but he’s too slow, too 
weak, too tired.  
 
The woman grabs his shoulder and turns him on his back. She 
reveals her pole and strikes him, knocking him out cold. 
 
EXT. ISLAND – NIGHT 
 
We see the waters, and slowly the entire island is revealed to 
us…a giant land mass, filled with enormous mountains, surrounded 
by vicious waters and a black sky…the perfect burial site.  
 
INT. EMPTY CLASSROOM – NIGHT 
 
The room is dark. Joshua’s head lies on top of a desk, the only 
desk still remaining, and soon he wakes up.  
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He sits up and feels his neck, his eyes widening in shock upon 
feeling the METAL NECKLACE strapped firmly around his neck. He 
tries to pull it off, but to no avail. 
 
One-by-one, the other forty-one students awaken as well. Brianna 
helps Jennylee off the ground, while Leah slaps Nanuk’s face to 
wake him up. 
 
Kylie dusts the dirt off of Isaiah’s shirt, with Daichi standing 
behind her, totally confused.  
 
Joshua immediately goes to Sarah, who’s laid on the dusty floor, 
the only one still asleep. He kneels beside her and shakes her 
gently.  
 
Everyone turns to them, concerned, particularly Svetlana.  
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Sarah… Sarah, wake up.  
               (no response)    
               Sarah! 
 
Sarah’s eyes slowly open up. Joshua grabs her arm to pull her 
up. 
 
                      SARAH  
               Ow! Careful. 
          
                      JOSHUA 
               Sorry. 
 
With everyone awakened, the students stare at the room -- and 
each other -- in puzzlement. The room is designed like a 
classroom from the 40s, with a chalkboard and a television set 
being the only things that remain.  
 
They hear sounds of a helicopter chopper, and they run to the 
large windows. 
 
EXT. HEADQUARTERS ENTRANCE – CONTINUOUS  
 
The CHOPPER flies around the school, flashing its light on all 
of the students, who try to shield their eyes for safety.  
 
The chopper’s light also reveals the numerous SOLDIERS and the 
ARMY TRUCKS sitting outside.  
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The chopper lands in the schoolyard.  
 
A group of soldiers walk to the chopper. The lead soldier opens 
the door and KEVIN HARDY, dressed in a sweat suit, exits.  
 
The soldiers escort him inside the school. 
 
INT. EMPTY CLASSROOM – NIGHT 
 
The students wait anxiously, staring at the door as the heavy 
footsteps get louder and louder…making their way towards the 
door.  
 
The footsteps stop. Everyone stands in the lower-half of the 
room, quietly staring at the door as it unlocks…  
 
The door opens and the soldiers enter, with KEVIN HARDY walking 
in front. The last soldier to enter turns on the lights.  
 
The students are absolutely shocked, some even confused, like 
they’ve seen the man before but can’t quite remember where… 
 
                      LEAH 
               Oh my God… 
 
                      DAICHI 
               Is that--!?    
 
FELICITY TUBMAN stands next to Felix, a gorgeous girl with 
blonde highlights. She whispers: 
 
                      FELICITY 
               Where did I see him?   
 
The students clear out of the soldier’s way. Hardy stands behind 
the wooden stand at the very front of the room. 
 
Jennylee is totally shaken. Hardy smirks and walks to her, 
terrifying her even more.  
 
                      HARDY 
               Hello, Jennylee.  
               (grabs her face) 
               Miss me at all?  
 
Tears form in her eyes. She tries to whimper out something, an 
“I’m sorry,” but the words can’t come out. 
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Hardy lets go of her and resumes his position behind the stand. 
He clears his throat.  
 
                      HARDY 
               For those of you who don’t know me,  
               my name is Kevin Hardy. I used to be 
               a music instructor, at Marwick. 
               (observes the class) 
               A good portion of you people look 
               familiar to me. A few you I think 
               I liked…Chichi… The others…well…  
               I can’t say I felt too bad when I 
               failed you. 
   
JAMES NORTON, a pale student dressed in baggy clothes and a cap, 
shakes his head, whispering.          
 
                      JAMES 
               His class was a joke anyways. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Shut up! 
 
Hardy regains his composure. He takes out a piece of chalk and 
turns to the blackboard behind him, writing, “BR ACT.” He stands 
before the class, who are still lost. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Anyone know what this means? 
 
The class is dead silent. Hardy sighs, shaking his head in 
disappointment.     
 
                      HARDY 
               Terrible. Kids today don’t understand 
               anything. You kids pollute your minds 
               with the garbage…the filth…that’s played 
               on the radio and what’s printed in  
               magazines… But God-forbid you show the  
               slightest interest in anything that’s 
               import… 
 
A black couple, BAILEY WRIGHT and BRITTANY ANDERSON whisper 
among themselves. Hardy takes his piece of chalk and THROWS it 
Bailey with force, shocking the couple.  
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                      HARDY 
               Whenever someone’s talking, you shut  
               up and listen! Even as seniors, you  
               people still don’t get it! 
               (beat, clears throat) 
               Moving on… For the past ten or so  
               years, things haven’t exactly been  
               going so well for this country. It’s  
               not that people have gotten “dumber”…         
               People have gotten lazy. When the only 
               people who know anything die off…  
               Who’s gonna be left to take their   
               place? So, the big guys got together,  
               and they passed… 
 
Hardy steps to the side and points to the letters written on the 
board. 
 
                      HARDY 
               …The Battle Royale.       
 
The students tremble, as if they know what Hardy is going to say 
next… 
 
                      HARDY 
               So, today’s lesson is… You kill each  
               other off. ‘Til there’s only one  
               left. Nothing is against the rules.  
               Do whatever you feel is necessary to 
               ensure your own survival. Alliances 
               are pointless. There can only be one  
               winner… One survivor. 
 
Felicity hesitantly raises her hand.  
 
                      FELICITY 
               I don’t understand what you’re saying, 
               Mr. Hardy… Was the whole school in on  
               this? 
 
                      HARDY 
               Actually… Mrs. Smith and Mr. Irons  
               deeply opposed of your selection. So  
               much, in fact, that they tried to  
               fight it head-on. 
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Two naval cots are rolled in, covered. Hardy uncovers the cots 
to reveal the mutilated corpses of the TWO INSTRUCTORS that were 
on the bus. 
 
The students cry and scream and shout in shock, backing away 
from the bodies. 
 
                      HARDY 
               These were not good people. You need 
               to fight… Or else you’ll end up like  
               this. 
 
Hardy nods at the soldiers who brought the bodies in. They carry 
them out.  
  
                      HARDY 
               Alright, it’s time for the video. 
 
Hardy passes a DVD case to the lead soldier, who turns on the TV 
and inserts the disc inside the DVD player.   
 
Hardy hops on top of the stand. 
 
                      HARDY 
               No talking, please.     
 
The video cuts on, with the BR: BATTLE ROYALE slogan and the 
captions: BATTLE ROYALE SURVIVAL 101! BY THE BR COMMITTEE 
underneath it.  
 
An attractive, mature woman with a youthful appearance and a 
peculiar speech appears, standing in front of a white wall with 
“http://wwww.bristherightway.org” plastered behind her in big 
bright letters.  
 
  VIDEO GIRL 
               Why, hello there, Marwick Academy  
               senior class! You have been chosen  
               to participate in this year’s 
               Battle Royale… Congratulations! 
               Now, I’m going to explain the rules, 
               okay? So I need you guys to listen 
               up. I’m not going to repeat myself, 
               so if you weren’t listening, or if  
               you didn’t understand something, well,  
               then, that’s just too bad. You’ll  
               have to ask a neighbor.       
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The beautiful woman lets out an ear-piercing laugh, and some of 
the students cringe.  
 
A digital rendering of the island is shown, with the woman 
standing before it full-sized. Various locations of the island 
are shown. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               This is your island. It’s completely  
               deserted, so don’t even think about  
               trying to find help here. Which  
               reminds me… We searched through your  
               bags, and we took out all cell phones,  
               ipods, cameras… Basically, any digital  
               device. They’re now property of the BR                  
               committee.  
 
Hardy overhears YUKI AKIO whispering to EMILY SHOULDERS, a girl 
with a wholesome, unthreatening appearance, and turns to them in 
anger. 
 
                      HARDY 
               I said no talking! 
 
Yuki and Emily turn to the hysteric man. Yuki stands up, knowing 
that Hardy is addressing her. 
 
Hardy takes out a switch blade from his pocket and throws it 
DIRECTLY AT YUKI’S forehead!  
 
Yuki’s head is SWUNG BACK upon contact with the blade. The body 
leans back-and-forth, side-to-side for a while, before diving 
STRAIGHT TO FLOOR…before EMILY’S FEET.  
 
The entire class gasps and shakes in total shock. Hardy walks to 
the body.  
 
                      HARDY 
               Whoops… That wasn’t supposed  
               to happen. 
 
Hardy turns the body over with his foot.  
 
SUPER: GIRLS#20 YUKI AKIO DEAD – 41 TO GO 
 
Hardy takes the blade out of Yuki’s head. The students go 
hysteric, racing to the door to escape. 
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The soldiers raise their guns in the air and blasts off “warning 
shots,” and the students run to the back of the room, piling up 
on one another, screaming and crying. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Alright, settle down! Settle down! 
               Sit! 
 
The crying slowly stops. The students calm down, though the aura 
is still very tense.  
 
                      HARDY 
               Now, back to the video. 
 
The students tremble, shaken, sweating with fear. They 
hesitantly sit back down on the floor and the video resumes. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               The island’s been split up into  
               several different zones. Your  
               teacher will broadcast an update 
               every six hours, about which 
               zones are becoming danger zones,  
               and the current body count. If 
               you ever find yourself caught in 
               a danger zone, you will need to  
               leave quickly, because those  
               necklaces you’re wearing… 
 
The students begin to feel their necklaces. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               …Which are, by the way, 100%  
               waterproof, shockproof, AND  
               permanent, will monitor your  
               pulse and inform us of your  
               current location and movements.  
               So if, by any chance, you’re in 
               a danger zone, well… 
 
The camera moves to the right, revealing a dummy wearing the 
necklace, which beeps, getting each passing second. After ten 
seconds, it bursts and the dummy’s head explodes.  
 
The students shake in terror.  
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                      VIDEO GIRL 
               So let’s make sure that doesn’t 
               happen, okay? One more thing… 
 
The camera shows a room full of caged creatures, savagely and 
aggressively running into the cages. The room is very dark, 
hiding many of their features. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL  
               You’ll be fighting against other 
               forces as well. 
 
The map of the island reappears, with three bright golden 
circles scattered at the various points, blinking. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               There are three Golden Crosses 
               scattered throughout the island.  
               Find one, and you’ll be immune  
               from the creatures. Find two… and 
               nothing will happen, but at least  
               you’ll make things harder for your  
               classmates. 
 
Video Girl appears on the video again. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               So that’s it! And yes, there IS a 
               time limit. Three days. If we haven’t  
               gotten a winner in three days,  
               everyone’s necklace will automatically 
               explode, and no one wins. So let’s not  
               have that happen, okay?                   
        
                      HARDY 
               Any questions? 
 
Sarah raises her hand, her classmates too afraid to speak. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Sarah?      
 
                      SARAH 
               Why are you doing this? Why us? 
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                      HARDY 
               Random assignment. Marwick was one  
               of many schools throughout the globe  
               eligible for participation. I had  
               no part in your selection.  
 
                      SARAH 
               But…why? Why are you doing this? 
 
                      HARDY 
               Listen, Sarah. Life is a game. We 
               have no control over what we’re   
               called to do. It doesn’t matter if 
               we like it…it doesn’t matter if we  
               hate it… But we have to do it. If 
               you truly think you’re worth it… 
               then you’ll fight with everything  
               you have…and hopefully you’ll  
               survive. Same goes for all of you. 
 
The doors slide open from the back and the students clear out of 
the way as soldiers bring in two carts full of military packs. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               You guys will now leave the room 
               one by one.  
 
The camera pulls back, revealing a table in front of the woman. 
On it is an opened bag, bottles of water, a piece of bread, a 
flashlight, ammo, and a plastic bag with a map and a compass 
inside.  
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               But first, you get a survival kit. 
               Inside is food, water, a map, a  
               compass, a flashlight and a weapon. 
               And if you need any personal items…  
               you know, like…condoms, or birth  
               control, pads -- we got ‘em covered.  
               And each weapon is different, so not  
               everyone is getting a blade or a pistol. 
               What you get, is what you get. You may 
               get lucky… 
               (holds up grenade launcher) 
               …Or you might not… 
               (holds up US flag, then shrugs) 
               Oh well! 
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                      HARDY 
               We’ve notified your parents… So  
               go for it. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               You’ll be leaving by your class 
               number. When I call your name, I 
               wanna hear a big “HERE,” okay? 
               (clears throat) 
               Boys #1 Adrian Ortega.  
 
A bushy-black haired, acne-faced teen steps forwards, shaken. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Uh… P-Present… 
 
Adrian grabs his bag and runs to the front. A soldier throws a 
military pack at him from the left side. Adrian grabs it and 
runs out. 
 
INT. HEADQUARTERS SECOND FLOOR HALL 
 
Adrian steps outside, staring at the soldiers lined against the 
wall, intimidated by them. He shuts his eyes and runs down the 
hall. 
 
SUPER: THE GAME BEGINS – DAY ONE – 1:40 A.M. 
 
INT. EMPTY CLASSROOM 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Girls #1 Teagan Bowl. 
 
An exotic beaut, tearfully picks up her belongings, catches her 
pack thrown at her from the right cart, and runs out the door.  
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Boys #2 Gary Costner.  
 
A neatly-dressed boy grabs his bag, and runs to the front. A 
soldier tosses him a pack from the left cart, and Gary leaves. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Girls #2 Sarah Parker.  
 
Sarah tearfully gasps, trembling. She hugs Joshua and kisses 
him.  
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                      SARAH 
               I’ll wait for you. 
 
Joshua remains strong. He wipes the tears from her eyes. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Be careful. 
 
Sarah picks up her bags. She walks to the front but turns to 
Joshua one last time. She drops her bags and runs to him, 
hugging him tightly, tears streaming down her face. 
 
                      SARAH 
               I love you! 
 
Joshua struggles to remain strong. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               I love you too.  
 
A soldier clears his throat, handing Sarah her survival bag. She 
grabs it, picks up her other stuff from the front, and leaves.  
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Boys #3 Felix Moss. 
 
Felix begins to walk to the front, but Felicity grabs his arm. 
 
                      FELICITY 
               No, no. Felix… 
 
Felix gently rubs the side of her face. 
 
                      FELIX 
               I’ll be around. 
 
Felicity bursts into tears.  
 
Felix grabs his bag and Brianna watches him as he walks to the 
front. 
 
He catches his pack thrown from the left cart and leaves.  
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Girls #3 Brianna Flores. 
 
Brianna’s eyes light up in shock. 
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Jennylee hugs her tightly, afraid to let go. Brianna whispers in 
her ear: 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               I’ll stay close, don’t worry.  
 
Brianna grabs her bag and runs to the front. A bag is thrown at 
her from the right cart and she catches it and leaves. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Boys #4 Joseph Snyder. 
 
Joseph grabs his bag and runs to the front. He catches the pack 
thrown at him from the left cart. He turns to his classmates and 
holds it up, saluting them. He leaves. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Girls #4 Chichi Babajide. 
 
A dark, chubby girl grabs her bags and runs to the front. She 
barely catches the park thrown at her from the right cart.  
 
She runs to the door…but stops. She turns around. She speeds 
towards Hardy and throws the military pack at his face. 
 
                      CHICHI 
               Fuck you! You’re going straight  
               to hell! 
 
She runs out, tears taking over. A soldier picks up the pack. 
 
                      VIDEO GIRL 
               Boys #5 Joshua Tisdale. 
 
Joshua’s eyes light up. He’s totally confused. He begins to take 
a step forward, but then… 
 
                      SOLDIER (O.S.) 
               Hey you! Stop! Where do you think 
               you’re going? 
 
Everyone’s attention turns towards the door. 
 
GARY COSTNER barges in the room, pointing his gun directly at 
Hardy. Gary is totally hysteric, his face wet from tears and 
sweat…while Hardy is completely claim.  
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The students back away. The soldiers attempt to shoot at Gary, 
but Hardy raises his hand, and they lower their guns. 
 
                      GARY 
               I looked up to you. I thought you 
               were different. Before you pulled 
               that shit with Jennylee, I thought 
               you were one of us! The teachers 
               used to doubt us all the time, but 
               you would always stick up for us… 
               You understood us! But this whole  
               time… You were a fucking phony!  
 
Gary cocks the gun. The other soldiers step forward. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Let him finish.         
 
They step back.  
 
Gary is shaking frantically, hardly holding his gun straight. 
                 
                      GARY 
               If I kill you… I can end this right 
               here, right now…  
               (holds gun up) 
               So any last words? 
 
Hardy says nothing. 
 
                      GARY 
               O-Okay then… 
 
Nothing happens for seconds, just intense staring and nerves.  
 
Hardy takes out a remote from his pocket and points it towards 
Gary’s collar. He presses the button and the beeping begins. 
 
Gary grabs his collar, attempting to get it off. After each 
second, the beeps get faster and faster.  
 
Gary runs to the other students, grabbing them.. 
 
                      GARY 
               Don’t just stand there!! Help me! 
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Everyone screams and runs from Gary. Whoever he grabs 
IMMEDIATELY pushes him off. He runs to the LEFT - he runs to the 
RIGHT - he runs UP AND DOWN - and NO ONE wants him near them! 
 
Joshua steps back. Gary turns to him, and approaches him. 
 
                      GARY 
               Josh! 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Gary, man! Look, don’t--   
         
Gary grabs Joshua’s shirt. Joshua tries to get him off, but 
Gary’s grip is too strong. 
 
                      GARY  
               Joshua, please! Do something!     
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Get off, man! 
 
                      GARY 
               Please! 
 
Joshua punches Gary and pushes him off. 
 
                      JOSHUA  
               I said get off!   
 
The beeping goes wild, Gary knows his time is up. He turns to 
Hardy and points his gun at him, but before he pulls the 
trigger, THE COLLAR EXPLODES, blowing his face clean off!  
 
Everyone’s in a state of shock, but Hardy’s as relaxed as ever. 
 
Blood quirts out of the massive hole in Gary’s neck, and the 
body drops to the ground. 
 
Joshua stares at it in absolute disbelief, shaking all over. 
 
                      SOLDIER (O.S.) 
               Tisdale, you need go. 
               (no response) 
               NOW!    
 
SUPER: BOYS#2 GARY COSTNER DEAD – 40 TO GO 
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EXT. HEADQUARTERS GATE – NIGHT 
 
Joshua walks through the gate and it closes behind him. He looks 
around. He sees woods and dirt…but no people.  
 
He walks along the dirt path, looking all around, quietly 
calling out:           
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Sarah? Sarah! 
 
He kneels down and opens his military pack. He shuffles through 
the junk inside. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               They should’ve called everyone  
               out by now. 
  
He stops, he’s found something. He pulls up a COLT PYTHON .357 
MAGNUM REVOLVER from the pack, staring at it, amazed by it. 
 
                      SARAH (O.S.) 
               Josh? 
 
He zips the bag up. He picks it up and turns around. 
 
Holding a machete, Sarah approaches Joshua, though she’s halfway 
covered in the dark. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Sarah! 
 
He runs to her but a gun blasts off in a distance. Sarah and 
Josh stop dead in their tracks. 
 
                     JOSHUA 
              Sarah? 
 
She drops the machete, and kneels to the ground. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Sarah?! 
 
He runs to her. He holds her up, blood dripping from her mouth. 
 
                      SARAH 
               Josh… It hurts… 
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                      JOSHUA 
               I know… C’mon, I got you. 
 
He sits her up.  
 
Suddenly SIX GUNSHOTS blasts off -- all hitting Sarah. The 
reality of the situation sinks in as her lifeless corpse falls 
into his arms. He stares at it, simply devastated. 
 
Footsteps emerge from the woods. He looks up.  
 
CHIN WEI steps forth, holding a HECKLER & KOCH USP. He points 
the gun at Joshua, prepared to shoot. 
 
Raged, Joshua quickly aims his gun at Chin and shoots. Chin 
screams, the bullet almost hitting his leg. He runs into the 
woods and Joshua chases after him. 
 
EXT. WOODS – NIGHT 
 
Chin races through the woods with Joshua not far behind him. He 
cringes every time a bullet sounds off, narrowly dodging each 
one.  
 
Joshua looks ahead. He can no longer see Chin. 
 
                      JOSHUA  
               Fuck!  
 
Joshua points his gun forward and fires nonstop. Moments later, 
he hits something. 
 
He stops. A female gasping for air is faintly heard. 
 
                      NANUK (O.S.) 
               Leah? 
               (beat)  
               Oh God. Leah! Leah! 
 
Joshua takes a step back, his face ridden with guilt and fear. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Shit…  
 
LEAH trembles out from the bushes, a stream of blood dripping 
from the bullet holes in her stomach, blood gushing out of her 
mouth…her arms wobbling with WIND AND FIRE WHEELS in her hands. 
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The body drops to the ground. 
 
                      NANUK (O.S.) 
               Leah! 
 
Nanuk enters, standing before Leah’s body. He glares up at 
Joshua, who stares back.  
 
Joshua aims his gun at Nanuk.  
 
                     JOSHUA 
               Listen… It was a mistake, alright? 
               (as Nanuk takes out  
               his TWIN-BLADED AXES)  
               Telling you that won’t change  
               anything, I know that. But I’m not 
               dangerous. I’m not the one you need 
               to go after. 
 
Nanuk shouts like a madman and charges at Joshua! Joshua 
attempts to shoot, but Nanuk slices his hand CLEAN OFF and kicks 
the gun into the woods. 
 
Joshua cries out in pain, holding his handless right arm, 
backing up. He trips and falls on his back, Nanuk still swinging 
away. Joshua cries out, crawling backwards, pleading. 
 
                      JOSHUA 
               Please! Don’t! 
 
This only fuels Nanuk’s anger and with all of his might, he 
BURIES BOTH AXES inside JOSHUA’S FACE! 
 
Everything goes pitch-black. 
 
SUPER: GIRLS#2 SARAH PARKER, GIRLS#17 LEAH TABASA, BOYS#5 JOSHUA 
TISDALE DEAD – 37 TO GO 
  
EXT. ROCKY BEACH – NIGHT 
 
FELIX and FELICITY walk along the stones, silently, holding each 
other’s hands. Felix kisses her forehead and gently rubs her 
shoulders, assuring her that everything will be alright. 
 
A gang of students lie further ahead: two guys, two girls… 
QUINCY JACKSON, the pretty boy, appears to be the leader, with 
RICHARD ADDISON, the rich prep, by his side. 
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ALANA CAMPBELL, a blonde with pigtails dressed in short 
clothing, stands next to THUY TRIHN, a tomboy. 
 
Felix spots this group and has second thoughts about continuing.  
 
                      FELIX 
               C’mon. Let’s go another route. 
 
                      FELICITY 
               Why? What’s wrong? 
 
Felix and Felicity turns around, but Quincy spots them. 
 
                      QUINCY 
               …Felix? 
 
                      FELIX 
               Shit. 
 
Felicity knows something’s up and she doesn’t like it. 
 
                      FELICITY 
               Felix…what’s going on? Who are those 
               people? 
 
                      QUINCY 
               It is you! 
 
Quincy and his clique walk to Felix and Felicity. Quincy twirls 
his CUTTING KNIFE in his finger through the hole on the handle.  
 
Richard carries his CROSSBOW to his side. Thuy and Alana walk 
behind Felicity, who feels uncomfortable. 
 
                      QUINCY  
               Felix Moss, my man… What’s up with 
               you? 
 
                      FELIX 
               You’re not gonna let us through,  
               are you? 
 
                      RICHARD 
               That depends… Whachu’ got?                                  
 
Alana forcibly turns Felicity around and keeps her still while 
Thuy takes the USFA GUNSLINGER placed behind Felicity’s skirt. 
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Felix attempts to approach the girls, but Quincy and Richard 
hold him back. 
 
Thuy observes the gun, impressed.        
 
                      THUY 
               Hmm, Gunslinger… Nice. You know 
               how to use this? 
 
                      ALANA 
               Of course she doesn’t. I bet she’s 
               has never even seen a gun. 
 
                      FELICITY 
               What do you want? 
 
                      ALANA 
               I heard you were talking shit about  
                                  me princess, so now’s the time to  
               come clean. 
 
                      FELICITY 
               I hardly know you. What could I  
               possibly say about you?    
 
                      ALANA 
               Don’t be stupid, you know exactly 
               what I’m talking about. 
               (beat) 
               If you have any suspicions about  
               your boyfriend…Brianna’s your girl. 
 
Felicity’s eyes shoot immediately towards Felix. 
 
                      FELICITY 
               What is she talking about? 
 
A monstrous roar is heard from a distance, catching everyone’s 
attention. 
 
                      THUY 
               What the hell was that? 
 
                      QUINCY 
               I dunno… 
               (to Richard) 
               Go check it out. 
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Richard nods. He drags Felix with him and they leave. 
 
EXT. SHORE SIDE – CONTINUOUS 
 
Felix and Richard walk along the shore. Richard keeps his gun 
pointed at Felix at all times. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Look, I get that Quincy’s still  
               pissed because a “white boy”  
               beat his ass… But what’s your  
               problem? If it weren’t for me and 
               probably a shitload of other people, 
               you wouldn’t be anywhere near the  
               top of class.        
 
                      RICHARD 
               Shut the fuck up. If you see  
               something move, you shoot it, that’s  
               all you have to do. There’s no need 
               to engage in any useless exchange of 
               words. 
 
Female screams of pain and fear are heard from behind them, 
followed by never-ending gunshots. 
 
Unbeknownst to Richard, the huge boulder behind him begins to 
move…and STANDS UP! The two-legged tortoise stares at the boy, 
its icy eyes glowing bright, swinging its long red tongue. 
 
The creature shouts and jumps on Richard, pushing him on the 
ground. Richard drops his gun which slides off near Felix. 
 
Felix turns to the scene and watches the creature tear into 
Richard’s flesh. Felix takes the gun and runs off.  
 
EXT. ROCKY BEACH - CONTINOUS 
 
Felix returns but he stops…his eyes widening in a teary shock. 
 
The same stone-tortoise creature lies on top of Felicity, 
tearing and ripping into her.   
 
Alana kneels besides Quincy’s blood body, tearfully slapping his 
face, trying to keep him awake. 
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                      ALANA 
               Quincy… Quincy… Wake up… WAKE! UP! 
 
Thuy’s completely petrified. She takes her gun and shoots at the 
creature. It looks up and roars at her, but after spotting THE 
GOLDEN ROSARY around her neck, it runs off in fear. 
 
Felix notices this.  
 
Thuy looks around -- at the bloody corpses of Quincy and 
Felicity -- and makes a run for it. 
 
Alana looks up. 
 
                      ALANA 
               Hey… Where’re you going? Thuy! 
 
Felix runs to Felicity’s side. She’s dying. 
 
                      FELICITY 
               Felix…  
 
He looks over her body…blood pouring out every wound. 
 
                      FELIX 
               God… 
 
                      FELICITY 
               Felix, sweetie… you gotta go. 
               (losing life) 
               I love you. 
 
Felix gently rubs the side of her face, and she stops moving 
completely, her empty eyes staring into space. He closes them 
and kisses her forehead, whispering: 
 
                      FELIX 
               I love you too. 
 
He gets up. He walks to Alana and jerks her to her feet. 
 
                      ALANA 
               Where’s Richie?            
 
                      FELIX 
               He’s gone. Now let’s go.  
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EXT. ENTRANCE TO WOODS - NIGHT 
 
Thuy tries to run into the woods. Felix and Alana are behind 
her. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Hey! Hey! Stop! 
 
Thuy turns around and points her gun at them. 
 
                      THUY 
               Don’t move. Stay right where 
               you are. 
 
The demon-tortoises return: one coming from the west end of the 
beach, the other coming from the east. 
 
Thuy drops her guard. Felix shoots and kills her, and he runs to 
the body.  
 
One of the demons runs towards Alana. She shoots at it 
repeatedly, but her panic prevents her from landing a shot. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Shoot it in the face! 
 
She aims her gun at the demon’s flesh and shoots. The first shot 
hits its stomach. It screams and slows down. The second shot 
hits its face and it falls on its back, squealing. It soon dies. 
 
Felix takes the rosary from around Thuy’s neck. The other demon 
charges at him and he quickly shoots it several times in the 
face, killing it. He then puts the on rosary on.  
 
He takes Felicity’s old gun, and Thuy’s chakram, and puts them 
both in his bag. 
 
Alana sees what’s going on. She points Quincy’s knife at Felix. 
 
                      ALANA 
               Give it to me. She was my friend;  
               I should to be the one to keep it. 
 
Felix cautiously rises to his feet. 
 
                      FELIX 
               She left you to die. 
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                      ALANA 
               She would’ve come back! 
 
                      FELIX 
               Please, don’t lie to yourself. She 
               had no intentions of coming back! 
               (beat)   
               Just put the knife down, Alana.    
 
Emotions take over her. She steps back, shaking her head. 
 
                      ALANA 
               Fuck you! 
 
She screams and charges at Felix. He shoots her before she gets 
too close. 
 
Alana’s taken back, the realization of her being shot not yet 
sinking in. She charges towards Felix again and he shoots her 
down, killing. 
 
Felix searches through her pack, finding INCENDIARY GRENADES 
inside. He takes them all and inserts them into his pack. 
 
He gets up and takes a step back…looking at the bodies…and then 
walks along the shoreline.  
 
SUPER: BOYS#21 RICHARD ADDISON, BOYS#13 QUINCY JACKSON, GIRLS#5 
FELICITY TUBMAN, GIRLS#8 THUY TRINH, GIRLS#12 ALANA CAMPBELL – 
DEAD – 32 TO GO 
 
EXT. WOODS – NIGHT 
 
JAMIE GAMBEE, her hair pinned up, dressed in a loose button 
shirt and a dress that touches her knees, quietly follows a dirt 
path, always keeping her DESERT EAGLE pointed in front of her. 
She has a very noticeable southern accent. 
 
                      JAMIE 
               Thank God my daddy taught me how  
               to hunt. If I can kill a croc and 
               some deer, God knows I can take  
               down a person or two.  
 
Chin Wei stays hidden in the grass, watching Jamie’s every 
movement. He lifts his gun up…however… A BLONDE FEMALE DASHES in 
the woods behind him. He turns around, but sees nothing.  
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Jamie quickly points her gun towards Chin’s direction, though 
her actual face looks upward. Chin covers his mouth to avoid 
making sounds. 
 
                      JAMIE 
               Who’s there?! 
 
She points her gun in every direction, moving in circles.  
 
She hears a female’s sobbing close by. She follows the sounds, 
which takes her to a small creek.  
 
BRIANNA leans against a log, crying, cuts all over her arm. 
 
Jamie lowers her gun. 
 
                      JAMIE  
               …Brianna? 
               (kneels beside her) 
               Oh my God… What happened? 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               I dunno… It looked like a… bear or 
               something.   
 
                      JAMIE 
               It was probably more than a bear,  
               sweetie. But in any case, you’re  
               lucky to still be breathin’. 
               (searches through pack) 
               Here, let me go find you some aid. 
 
Brianna reveals her SUBMACHINE GUN and points it at Jamie, who 
stops her movements, wide-eyed and totally stunned. 
 
                      JAMIE 
               Don’t you think using a gun like  
               that on me is a little, um, excessive? 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Get up. 
               (no response)   
               I said get up!    
 
                      JAMIE 
               (as she gets up) 
               Okay, okay! No need for shoutin’! 
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                      BRIANNA   
               What’s in the bag? 
 
Jamie doesn’t know how to answer this without being cynical. 
 
                      JAMIE 
               …The same thing in everybody else’s?   
 
Brianna snatches Jamie’s pack and briefly searches through it. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Give me your gun.  
 
                      JAMIE 
               Here, take it. 
 
Jamie hands her the gun and she snatches it from her. Jamie’s 
afraid to speak. 
 
                      JAMIE 
               …Anything else? 
 
JENNYLEE steps from the woods and approaches the girls. Her face 
appears restless. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               There’s another one.  
 
                      BRIANNA  
               What? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               I saw him, right over there. 
 
She points ahead. Brianna turns to Jamie. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Stay here. 
 
She nods.  
 
Brianna and Jennylee walk ahead, following the dirt path. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Yoo-whoo! Chinnn! I’ve already seen  
               you asshole, so do us both a favor,  
               and come out. 
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Chin stays where he’s at, dead silent. 
 
Jennylee turns to where he’s hiding, staring at him, as if she 
can see him. Brianna follows her lead.  
 
Jennylee sighs hopelessly.  
 
Chin’s nerves soon take over. He shouts and stands up, pointing 
his gun at the girls. He shoots, the bullet flying RIGHT PASS 
Jennylee’s arm!  
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               The fuck?! 
 
The girls are distracted. Chin runs off at top speed. Jennylee 
steps forward and lets loose, shooting into the woods. 
 
Brianna steps forward. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Jennylee, stop. He’s gone. 
 
Jennylee lowers her gun, and cools down. The two girls turn back 
to the creek…but Jamie’s gone. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Shit. 
 
Brianna and Jennylee run back to creek and Jamie is no where to 
be found. They search and search, and then… 
 
Jamie hides behind a large tree, trembling, her eyes shut, her 
mouth stapled together.   
 
Jennylee looks around, and find pieces of Jamie’s skirt sticking 
out. She taps Brianna and points at the tree Jamie’s hiding 
behind. 
 
The girls quietly sneak to the tree. Hearing nothing, Jamie 
begins to feel a little safer, and she opens her eyes. 
 
Jennylee grabs Jamie’s hair and pulls her out. She pushes her on 
the mud.  
 
Jamie, tears streaming down her face, tries to crawl away, but 
the girls both unleash everything they have on the girl, filling 
her body with one bullet-hole after another.  
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SUPER. GIRLS#15 JAMIE GAMBEE DEAD – 31 TO GO 
 
EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE – NIGHT 
 
GIOVANNI HOLDEN, a neatly-dressed, good looking male, walks 
alongside NAIRA ISI, a pretty curly-dsrk haired female. Giovanni 
has a slight southern accent. 
 
The two are perfectly silent. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Hungry yet? 
 
Naira shakes her head: “no.” 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Me neither. 
                
He digs in his pocket and pulls out his RADAR. There are two 
dots, signifying that it’s just he and Naira. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Looks like it’s just you and me. 
               Let’s try to get some sleep. 
 
EXT. CLIFF - NIGHT 
 
Giovanni lays by the rocks, covering himself with his blanket, 
sleeping to the sounds of the water pushing against the boulders 
below. 
 
He wakes up. Naira’s not with him, which raises suspicion. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Naira? 
 
Naira’s military pack is opened, which worries him. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Oh no.  
 
He gets up. He begins to run towards the cliff, but stops. 
 
Naira stands on the edge, holding the gun upward as if she’s 
about to insert it in her mouth. Her face is full of tears. 
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                      NAIRA  
               I can’t do this.  
 
Giovanni cautiously approaches her. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Naira… I understand… But we can find 
               a way around this. 
 
                      NAIRA 
               How? Only one of us can survive.  
               Either I have to kill you, or  
               you’re gonna have to kill me. 
 
Giovanni tries to respond, but can’t. Whenever he takes a step 
forward, Naira takes a step back. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Naira, please. Put the gun down. 
 
Naira points her gun, the .600 NITRO EXPRESS, at Giovanni. 
 
                      NAIRA 
               I don’t wanna hurt you. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               So don’t. Baby-- 
 
Giovanni begins to tear up. He turns away from her, not wanting 
her to see his tears.  
 
Naira feels his pain, and lowers her gun.  
 
                      NAIRA 
              Gio… 
 
Giovanni faces her. He walks to her, but his time, she doesn’t 
move. He puts arms around her, rubbing her back, and she lays 
her head on his chest. 
 
He takes the gun out of her hand and throws it on the ground. He 
kisses her forehead. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               C’mon. 
 
The affect wears off. Naira shakes her head. 
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                      NAIRA 
               No! 
  
Naira pushes him off of her. She loses control and trips and 
falls backwards.  
 
                     GIOVANNI 
              Naira! 
 
Giovanni crawls to the edge and looks below, watching Naira 
become engulfed by the treacherous ocean. 
 
He leans back, panting, in a state of total disbelief.  
           
His radar beeps. He gets up, grabs the gun, and stuffs it into 
his military pack. He blows out the fire and inserts his blanket 
-- and Naira’s blanket -- into his regular bag. He grabs them 
both and makes a quick escape. 
 
SUPER. GIRLS#11 NAIRA ISI DEAD – 30 TO GO 
 
EXT. SHORELINE – NIGHT 
 
Felix follows the path, face void of any emotion. 
 
A cabin sits on top of a hill close to the woods. A shirtless 
ADRIAN ORTEGA, carrying firewood, begins to enter, with EDEN 
KELLY, racially ambiguous, properly dressed natural beauty, 
besides him.  
 
Adrian spots Felix walking along the shoreline. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               There’s somebody there. 
 
He steps forward, attempting to call him out, but Eden stops 
him. 
 
                      EDEN 
               What are you doing? 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               No, it’s alright. I know him. 
               (yells) 
               Felix!     
 
Felix looks up, immediately identifying Adrian. 
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                      ADRIAN 
               Over here, dude! 
 
INT. CABIN – NIGHT 
 
A table sits in the middle of the room, a flashlight sitting on 
top of it, the only available light source. 
 
ABIDEMI “ABI” ABIOYE sits on a bench, a skinny, dark teen with 
his dreadlocks pulled back into a ponytail. 
 
KENDRA PASTEUR, a tall, thin, model-esque girl covered in pounds 
of makeup, has her legs stretched across him. She laughs and 
giggles at everything he says, which he clearly likes. 
 
The door opens, and Adrian, Eden, and Felix enter.  
 
                      KENDRA 
               (confused, whispering) 
               Who’s that?  
 
                      ABI 
               Kendra, that’s Felix Moss. You don’t 
               know who Felix Moss is? 
 
                      KENDRA 
               Oh, right. I always get him confused 
               with Joseph, for some reason. 
 
Felix looks around.  
 
                      EDEN 
               That’s Kendra and Abi.  
               (beat)       
               You can sit down, if you want.  
               We’re just trying to get a fire 
               going. 
 
Felix nods. He politely waves at Abi and Kendra, who waves back, 
as he sits down. 
 
                      EDEN 
               Um, Adrian, can I talk to you, for   
               a minute?     
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Sure. 
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They leave. Kendra and Abi stare at Felix, which makes him 
uncomfortable. 
 
EXT. OUTSIDE CABIN – CONTINUOUS 
 
Eden pulls Adrian a little ways from the cabin. 
 
                      EDEN 
               What are you doing? You can’t keep  
               inviting random people in our cabin! 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Abi and Kendra had nowhere else to 
               go. And Felix is one of my best  
               friends… I mean, what am I supposed 
               to do here?  
 
                      EDEN 
               I don’t think you understand that 
               this is a game. People are gonna  
               do whatever they have to, to   
               survive.  
 
Adrian sighs, not trying to hear this lecture again. 
 
                      EDEN 
               Look, I can trust Abi and Kendra, 
               but Felix doesn’t exactly have  
               the cleanest reputation.  
 
                      ADRIAN 
               So what do you want me to do, then? 
               Throw him out? 
  
                      EDEN 
               He can stay tonight. But tomorrow, 
               he needs to go. 
 
Eden reenters the cabin. Adrian rolls his eyes. 
 
EXT. HEADQUARTERS ENTRANCE – DAY 
 
Soldiers and army trucks stand at all corners of the courtyard 
in perfect posture.  
 
Orchestra music plays from the megaphones strapped to the poles 
on top of the building. 
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SUPER: 6.00 AM 
 
                      HARDY (through the megaphones) 
               Good morning. It’s now 6 AM.  
 
INT. MAIN HEADQUARTS – CONTINUOUS 
 
The room is filled with computers, with the experts sitting 
behind them, working diligently. 
 
The main screen is an enormous digital rendering of the island, 
with various areas highlighted.  
 
On left, there are two specific screens, each with 21 rows. Most 
of them are highlighted GREEN, but row numbers 2, 5, 21, and 13 
are highlighted RED on the LEFT SIDE, and row numbers 20, 2, 17, 
5, 8, 12, 15, and 11 are highlighted RED on the RIGHT SIDE. 
 
Hardy speaks through the mic. 
  
                      HARDY 
               I hope you had a good sleep… 
               ‘Cuz it’s only gonna get harder. 
               (holds up piece of paper) 
               I’m gonna call out the list of  
               your dead classmates in the order  
               they died. 
 
EXT. CRYSTAL FALL CREEK – DAY 
 
Teagan soaks her feet in the creek, a bag of MARBLES sitting 
next to her. She looks up, trying to find where the voice is 
from. 
 
STACY CAMPBELL sleeps besides her, she looks sick and weak. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               Girls #2, Sarah Parker.  
 
INT. HIDEOUT – DAY 
 
Brianna does her makeup in a handheld mirror, while Jennylee 
blow-dries her hair. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               Girls #17, Leah Tabasa.  
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                      JENNYLEE 
               Who the fuck is Leah? 
 
EXT. SHRINE – DAY 
 
Svetlana walks down the steps from the shrine, staring above, 
her eyes filled with concern as if she was just hit with a 
startling revelation.  
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Sarah… 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               Boys #5, Joshua Tisdale. 
 
Svetlana covers her mouth after a shocked, teary gasp. 
 
EXT. LAKE – DAY 
 
Felix bathes in the lake, nude, trying to wash the blood of the 
shirt he wore the night before.  
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               Boys #21, Richard Addison. #13,  
               Quincy Jackson. Girls#5, Felicity 
               Tubman.  
 
Felix tries to keep his cool upon hearing Felicity’s name, but 
some emotions crack through.    
  
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               #8, Thuy Trinh. #12, Alana Campbell.  
               #15, Jamie Gambee, and #11, Naira Isi. 
               So that’s ten down. Pretty decent. 
 
Eden and Kendra walk pass the lake, Eden carrying a large bucket 
of water, Kendra carrying baskets of fruits. 
 
They notice the naked teen, which sends a giggle upon Kendra’s 
face. 
 
                      KENDRA 
               Hi, Felix! 
 
This embarrasses him. 
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                      FELIX 
               …Shit… 
 
EXT. WOODS – DAY 
 
Terry and Daichi roam through the woods in silence. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               Now, the danger zones. I’m gonna  
               read off the zones and the times,  
               so make sure to mark them on your  
               maps so that you don’t forget.    
 
Terry and Daichi pull out the maps out of their military packs. 
They jot down everything coming out of Hardy’s mouth. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               Starting at 7:00, B-5 will be a  
               danger zone. That’s B-5. Next,  
               at 9:00, is E-8. And F-2 at 11:00. 
                
INT. MAIN HEADQUARTS – CONTINUOUS 
 
Hardly closes the window. 
 
                      HARDY  
               So that’s it. See you at twelve.  
 
Hardy turns off the megaphone. 
 
EXT. WOODS – DAY 
 
Terry finishes writing, though Daichi’s struggling. 
 
                      DAICHI 
               What was the last one? 
                  
                      TERRY 
               F-2. It’s at eleven. 
                
Daichi makes the correction. 
 
                      DAICHI 
               Thanks. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Let me see what you got? 
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Daichi hands his map to Terry, who checks over it.  
 
                      TERRY 
               Uh-Uh. That’s supposed to be B-5. 
               (hands map back to Daichi) 
               You put D-5.      
 
                      DAICHI 
               Oh… I thought he said D… 
 
Daichi makes the change. They continue walking. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Well, at least we know that Kylie  
               and Isaiah are still alive. We  
               just gotta find out where they are. 
 
                      DAICHI  
               Find out how? 
 
Terry stops Daichi, sounds of someone sharpening a blade 
closeby…VERY close… 
 
                      TERRY 
               (mouthed) 
               Stay put. 
  
Terry takes out his SICKLE and walks quietly and carefully 
across the dirt…their eyes fixed on the right side of the 
woods…where the sounds are coming from…  
 
Terry comes across a small intersection. The path is blocked by 
thick leaves, but he can still see through it. 
 
Nanuk sits on a log, sharpening one of his axes with a huge 
stone…a covered hole next to him with a cross made out of sticks 
on top of it.  
 
Nanuk stops sharpening the blade and looks up…staring DIRECTLY 
at Terry. 
 
Daichi attempts to step forward. JENNYLEE sneaks up behind him 
and covers his mouth and STABS him with a PIECE OF GLASS. 
Brianna appears and helps Jennylee pull Daichi off to the side.  
 
Terry turns around, but Daichi is nowhere to be found. This 
frustrates him. 
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                      TERRY 
               I told his fucking fat ass to  
               stay put! 
 
EXT. DIRTY CREEK – DAY 
 
Terry walks down a hill to the dirty creek…finding Daichi 
sitting over it, tied up and gagged.  
 
                      TERRY 
               …Daichi? 
 
Daichi aggressively shakes his head, making all kinds of sounds, 
urging Terry to turn back but he doesn’t get it. 
 
Terry walks towards Daichi. Jennylee and Brianna emerge from 
behind the giant trees behind him, aiming their guns at the 
oblivious Terry.  
 
Daichi goes hysteric. 
 
                      DAICHI 
               (gagged) 
               TURN BACK! TURN!!! BACK!!! 
 
Terry turns around and faces the girls, who smirk deviously.  
 
Terry speeds from the girls who let loose on Daichi, shooting 
him relentlessly as if he was nothing. The body falls into the 
lake, the blood quickly spreading throughout the brown waters.  
 
Terry hides behind a large pile-up of several huge trunks. He 
pants, totally in shock. 
 
                      TERRY 
               What the FUCK are you doing?! 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Oh, I’m sorry, Terry. Was that your  
               boyfriend? 
 
                      TERRY 
               Fuck you! 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               I remember when you used to be so 
               sweet and innocent. 
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                      BRIANNA (CONT’D) 
               People used to go on and on about all 
               this “potential” you had… But then 
               you came in contact with vagina, and  
               we all know what happens after that… 
               Except most people tend to not let  
               their whores turn them into crack addicts.   
     
                      JENNYLEE 
               Seriously, I didn’t even know you were 
               still in school. Aren’t you like, still 
               a sophomore? 
 
                      TERRY   
               No! 
               (beats) 
               …Besides, I know you’re not fucking  
               talking! Screwing around with Hardy  
               is probably what got us in this  
               situation in the first place! 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Right, because I’m sure you  
               cutting his class and cursing him  
               out on the daily basis did absolutely  
               nothing to piss him off. 
 
                      TERRY 
               It doesn’t matter what I did in his 
               class. Point is, you single-handedly  
               destroyed the guy’s entire life, and 
               for what? I mean, at least Brianna 
               knows she’s a nasty skank ass, but  
               you still go around telling people  
               that you’re a virgin and shit.  
 
Jennylee approaches Terry with rage in her eyes. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Screw you! I’m gonna give you  
               slowest fucking death possible! 
 
Terry throws his sickle at Jennylee and it just BARELY misses 
her! With the girls distracted, Terry makes a run for it. 
 
Brianna runs up and tries to shoot him, but he’s too far gone. 
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INT. LOWER WOODS – DAY 
 
Terry speeds through the woods. 
 
He trips on a rock and falls. A gun cock’s heard above. Terry 
looks up…and spots CHIN WEI standing above him, pointing his 
Heckler & Koch USP at him. 
 
                      CHIN 
               Get up.  
 
Terry does so. Chin searches him. 
 
                      CHIN 
               Where’s your weapon? 
 
                      TERRY 
               I don’t got one.  
 
                      CHIN 
               Hm… Who’re you running from? 
 
Terry’s almost ashamed to say. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Jennylee and Brianna. 
 
Chin chuckles, disbelieved. 
 
                      CHIN 
               Wait… So you’re sitting here,  
               covered in dirt, out of breath… 
               Because you were running from  
               Jennylee Sanders and Brianna  
               Flores? Are you serious? Do  
               they even know how to use guns?! 
 
Brianna steps from the woods.  
                       
                      BRIANNA 
               Sure do. 
 
Brianna aims her gun at Chin and pours everything she has into 
to him. He drops his gun and dies seconds later. 
 
Brianna points her gun at Terry and smirks. She pulls the 
trigger…but nothing happens. She’s out of ammo. 
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A terrifying roar is heard from a distance…something massive 
approaching them. 
 
Brianna and Terry exchange looks. They then look at Chin’s gun, 
and exchange looks once again. 
 
Terry and Brianna dive to the gun, wrestling each other to get 
it.  
 
An overgrown, boar-like creature, halfway decayed with teeth as 
long and sharp as spikes, rushes through the bushes, charging 
towards the teens.  
 
Brianna snatches the gun from Terry and shoots the creature, who 
continues to run to them at top speed, seemingly unaffected, but 
Brianna doesn’t give up. 
 
Terry’s too petrified to do anything but stare at it wide-eyed. 
 
The boar’s almost directly in front of Brianna and it opens its 
mouth wide to prepare for breakfast. Brianna’s shooting doesn’t 
stop and right before the creature chomps down on her -- it 
falls on its side and dies.  
 
Brianna sits back a little, panting, in total disbelief that she 
killed that thing…and that she’s still alive. 
 
Terry gets up and tries to make a quick gateway, snapping 
Brianna back into reality. She immediately gets up and tries to 
shoot him, but again, she’s out of bullets.  
 
Frustrated, she tosses the gun on the ground and all she can do 
is watch Terry escape from her presence. 
 
SUPER. BOYS#6 DAICHI GOROU, BOYS#16 CHIN WEI DEAD – 28 TO GO  
 
EXT. FOOD MART – DAY 
 
NIGEL HALL walks to the store. He looks it up and down and 
smirks. The lights are on. 
 
He enters. 
 
INT. FOOD MART – DAY 
 
Nigel enters. He looks around, but no one’s there. 
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                      NIGEL 
               Hello?  
 
No response.  
 
Nigel proceeds to check out the store. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               I wonder if the food’s still good. 
 
Laughter coming from the backroom catches Nigel’s attention. 
 
BAILEY WRIGHT, an average but well-dressed male, and JAMES 
MORTON, a while male dressed in stereotypically urban attire.  
 
Bailey’s expression drops completely upon noticing Nigel. 
 
                      BAILEY 
               Nigel? 
  
Nigel’s not fund to see Bailey either, but he hides it better. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Hey. Nice, uh… Store you got here. 
 
Bailey approaches Nigel with James behind him. 
 
                      BAILEY 
               Get the fuck outta here, man. 
 
Nigel sighs and rolling his eyes, expecting this. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Seriously dude, we gotta get over  
               this. 
               (beat) 
               Brittany and I have been friends  
               since the sixth grade, but for the  
               past year, she’s said nothing to  
               me. If that doesn’t convince you 
               we’re not seeing each other, then I  
               don’t know what else to do. Seriously. 
 
                      JAMES 
               You were practically making passes at  
               her on the bus, man. 
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                      NIGEL 
               I was sitting next to Felix and 
               Joseph on the bus. Brittany was in  
               the very front.      
 
                      JAMES 
               Just be straight up. Are you trying to  
               get at the man’s girl or not? 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Will you stay the hell out of this? 
 
Nigel shakes his head to regain composure.  
 
                      NIGEL 
               Ignoring this idiot for a second… 
               (beat, sigh) 
               Bailey, you and I grew up together. 
               I don’t want to throw away eighteen  
               years of friendship because of one  
               girl, because of one stupid rumor.  
               I can’t believe you would believe 
               this jackass, among others, over  
               me. You know, there are people out  
               there fighting for their lives,  
               yet this is what you’re concerned  
               about. 
 
Silence. 
 
                      BAILEY 
               …You done? 
 
This hurts Nigel, who simply nods. 
 
                      NIGEL  
               Yeah. I’m done. 
 
Nigel begins to head out. James’s snickering can be heard. 
 
                     JAMES 
               Yo thinks joining the navy somehow 
               makes him an important person. But 
               I guess I’d feel bad too, if I was  
               known as Felix’s bitch. 
 
Nigel stops. 
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                      NIGEL 
               You know, personally, I don’t think  
               this is even about Brittany. 
               (turns to Bailey) 
               In fact, I don’t think it ever was. 
 
                      BAILEY 
               Believe it or not, Nigel, not   
               everyone is jealous of you. Nobody 
               wants your life. Seriously, it’s no  
               wonder that you and those jocks have  
               gotten so tight lately. All of you  
               have the same undeserved arrogance,  
               that you can go around doing whatever  
               you want, to whoever, and expect people 
               to be okay with it. 
 
Nigel wants no more of this and begins to leave for good. 
 
                      NIGEL  
                Whatever man, that’s your opinion. 
 
                      BAILEY 
                Damn right it is.    
 
James digs in his pocket, pulling at a TASER. As Nigel heads 
out, James grabs him from behind and presses it against him. 
 
Nigel falls to the ground and James quickly backs away. Nigel 
attempts to get up to strike him, but then… 
 
Bailey picks up the WOODEN BASEBALL BAT leaned against the wall 
and POUNDS Nigel with it, keeping him on the ground. 
 
James kicks Nigel, turning him on his back. Bailey pounds Nigel 
with the bat again. 
 
Nigel turns over, nearly fetal-position, trying to withstand the 
blows from James and Nigel, who kick and pound sometimes 
alternatively, sometimes at the same time. 
 
The door opens and RAMON JONES enters, a shortcut, cool dressed 
black pretty-boy with model-like features.  
 
James and Bailey stop the beatings and immediately turn to 
Ramon, glaring at him, letting him know that he just stepped 
into wrong place… 
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Ramon gulps, he stays back as James approaches him. 
 
                      RAMON 
               Listen, man… I don’t want any 
               trouble, alright? 
 
James attempts to hit him with the taser. Ramon quickly pulls 
out his STEEL BATON, which expands 21 inches, and strikes James 
on the side of his face. 
 
James lets out a sharp, pained cry, as he wobbles towards a 
shelf and slides down, holding the side of his face.  
 
Ramon wastes no time pounding him again, and continues to 
savagely beat him until James cannot make sounds any longer. 
 
The sound of a broken glass bottle quickly catches Ramon’s 
attention. He looks up. Bailey holds the broken end of the 
bottle, pointing at him. 
 
Ramon stands still, and the two engage in intense staring. 
Bailey boldly charges at Ramon. Ramon strikes Bailey’s arm 
causing him to drop the bottle. 
 
Bailey shouts in pain, holding his broken hand. Ramon strikes 
him a second time, and then again, which causes Bailey to fall 
on the floor, crying in pain.  
 
Ramon steps forward and Bailey stares at him, teary-eyed.  
 
                      BAILEY 
               Please… 
 
Nigel manages to pull himself up with the help of the food 
shelf. He turns to the chaos and watches Ramon mercilessly beat 
Bailey to death. 
 
Ramon takes a step back, staring at the corpses, panting. His 
eyes spell out shock, as if today was the first time he had to 
draw his weapon. 
 
Ramon turns back to Nigel, who stares at him coldly. Ramon tries 
to break the silence with quiet, sarcastic chuckle. 
 
                      RAMON 
               I’ve never seen a dead body  
               before. 
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Ramon walks towards Nigel, but stops immediately when Nigel 
breathily says: 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Don’t… Don’t come near me… 
               (beat) 
               That was my best friend you  
               just murdered. 
 
Ramon tries to be understanding. 
 
                      RAMON 
               Listen… I know this is a crazy  
               situation… But if I didn’t come  
               in here just now; you’d be dead. 
 
Nigel doesn’t respond. Ramon walks to his side. 
 
                      RAMON  
               Can you walk? 
 
                      NIGEL 
               I just need a minute. 
               (beat, turns to Ramon) 
               Thanks… uh… 
 
                      RAMON 
               Ramon. Nigel, right? 
 
Nigel nods. 
 
                      RAMON 
               I’ll be outside. Take your time. 
 
He leaves.  
 
Nigel turns to Bailey’s body…staring at it in pity. 
 
SUPER. BOYS#18 JAMES MORTON, BOYS#17 BAILEY WRIGHT DEAD–26 TO GO  
 
EXT. OLD MOTEL – DAY 
 
KYLIE hangs up clothes on the washing line, one pair female, the 
rest belonging to males.  
 
ISAIAH appears behind her, rubbing her shoulders gently. He 
kisses her cheek, which makes her smile. 
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                      ISAIAH 
               Hey, baby. How’re you doing? 
 
                      KYLIE 
               I’m fine. Shouldn’t you be asleep? 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               I’m alright. 
 
JOSEPH SYNDER storms out of the hotel, with SALAH FIHR behind 
him, an attractive yet serious teen. 
 
                      SALAH 
               What are you doing, Joseph? 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               I’m sorry, but I have to. I gotta 
               find her. 
 
Kylie and Isaiah join the commotion. 
 
                      SALAH 
               Joseph--! 
                
Salah stops, trying to keep the frustration in. He calms down.   
 
                      SALAH 
               It’s just not safe! You don’t know  
               where this girl is, who or what’s  
               with her… You don’t know if she’s 
               even still alive. 
 
This pisses Joseph off, and he stops himself from taking a swing 
at Salah.  
 
                      SALAH  
               All I’m saying, is at least wait  
               until the second report. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               She may not have that long, that’s  
               what I’m trying to tell you. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               What’s going on? 
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                      SALAH 
               Joseph wants to go out in the middle 
               of the fucking jungle to search for  
               that Russian chick. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               Svetlana. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Joseph, I have to side with Salah on 
               this one. That is not a good idea.  
               Like, at all. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Yeah, man, just wait for the next  
               report.  
 
                      JOSEPH 
               I can’t do that. Entirely too   
               much can happen in an hour. 
               (beat) 
               I’ll be back. 
 
Joseph walks to the woods. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Joseph! 
 
He turns back. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Keep an eye out for Terry and  
               Daichi… please. 
 
He nods. He takes out his GRANDE PUISSANCE HANDGUN and proceeds 
to enter the woods.  
 
                      KYLIE 
               Someone needs to go with him. 
 
                      SALAH 
               He wants to go by himself.  
 
EXT. HEADQUARTERS ENTRANCE – DAY 
 
Classical music’s heard from the megaphones. 
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SUPER. SECOND REPORT – 0:00 PM  
 
INT. MAIN HEADQUARTERS – CONTINUOUS 
 
Hardy sits on the couch, the mini-table in front of him filled 
with food. 
 
He picks up the microphone. 
 
                      HARDY 
               It’s noon. Anyone hungry? 
               (gets up, walks to window) 
               Why don’t you take a break? Fill 
               up your bellies.  
               (beat) 
               The following people were killed 
               this morning, from 6AM-to-12 PM… 
               (holds up paper) 
               Boys#6 Daichi Gorou. Boys#16 Chin 
               Wei. Boys#18 James Morton.  
 
INT. CABIN – CONTINUOUS 
 
Felix, Abi, Kendra, and Eden sit around the table, eating bowls 
of soup with plates of fruits and veggies. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               …And Boys#17, Bailey Wright.  
 
Everyone is shocked except for Felix, who continues to eat as if 
he’s heard nothing. 
 
                      KENDRA 
               Oh my God. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               That brings us to a total of four. 
               Now for the danger zones… 
 
Everyone pulls out their maps and begin taking notes.     
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones)   
               At 13:00, I-4. Then at 15:00, E-9. 
               And at lastly, F-1 at 17:00. 
 
Abi stops for a minute. 
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                      ABI 
               F-1…  
               (checks map) 
               That’s here.  
 
Everyone becomes worried, Felix less so than the others. 
 
                      EDEN 
               Okay, everyone, grab your things. 
 
Eden and Kendra begin to pack their things. Abi takes a couple 
last-minute bites before packing. 
 
                      FELIX 
               But it’s only twelve o’ clock. We  
               still have five hours left. 
 
Eden looks up at Felix, like he had to audacity to question her. 
 
The door busts open and a very excited Adrian charges inside. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               You will not BELIEVE what I just  
               found!  
 
EXT. ROCKY AREA – DAY 
 
Adrian leads Felix, Eden, Abi and Kendra to a mountain side 
covered in veins. The woods surround the area as if it was an 
oasis, with the sun shining above it.     
 
Adrian walks to the mountain side and feels all over for it, 
looking for something, confusing the others. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               It was somewhere around here… 
 
                      EDEN 
               Adrian, what are you looking for? 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Hold on, hold on. Just give me a 
               minute.  
 
                      GIRL (O.S.) 
               Oh… My… God… 
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The group turns to the voice. 
 
ASHLEY BELL and ROSARIO MURPHY, two gorgeous girls, Ashley 
short-haired, Rosario long-haired, stand in a “box” high up in 
the trees, a platform of wood nailed together, like a fort. 
 
Rosario’s face is a mixture of total shock and disgust. 
 
                      ROSARIO 
               Is that… Abi?! 
 
Abi seems to not know who they are, but he plays along. 
 
                      ABI 
               Uh… hi? 
 
                      ROSARIO 
               I can’t believe you have the  
               nerve to show your face here  
               after what you did! 
 
Abi’s taken back. He chuckles, slightly embarrassed. 
 
                      ABI 
               Wow, um… 
               (looks up, hopeless) 
               …Sorry? I mean, what do you want  
               me to say? 
 
Ashley and Rosario are insulted.  
 
Rosario shakes her head in utter disgust. 
 
                      ROSARIO 
               Do you even know who I am? 
 
                      ABI 
               Uh… I want to say…Ashley…? Yeah,  
               Ashley Bell, right? 
 
Ashley takes out her DOUBLE PISTOLS and aims them at Abi, 
alarming the group. 
 
                      ASHLEY 
               I’m Ashley, asshole! 
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                      ABI 
               Ooh… 
               (to Rosario) 
               So who’re you? 
 
                      ROSARIO 
               Ugh, disgusting. What did I ever 
               see in you? 
               (directs attention to Ashley) 
               And how did you know him? 
 
                      ASHLEY 
               He was my boyfriend. How did you   
               know him? 
 
                      ROSARIO  
               Ummm, I don’t think so. He was my   
               boyfriend, sweetie. 
 
                      ASHLEY 
               So why doesn’t he know your name then?  
 
                      ROSARIO 
               Why doesn’t he know what you look like? 
 
                      ASHLEY 
               Why doesn’t he know what you look like? 
 
Kendra takes out her CAPTIVE BOLT PISTOL and shoots at Rosario. 
She’s way off, but it’s still enough to scare the girls.  
 
                      KENDRA 
               We don’t have time for your  
               bullshit! 
 
                      ROSARIO 
               Fuck you!     
 
Rosario takes out her BATTLE RIFLE. Adrian runs to Kendra and 
whispers: 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Give me your gun.  
 
After some reluctance, Kendra hands Adrian her gun. 
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Rosario tries to shoot at Kendra, but she winds up almost 
hitting Eden, who screams as she jumps back. Felix pulls her 
away the chaos and Kendra follows. 
 
Abi runs for cover as Ashley lets loose on the tree he hides 
behind. She’s more coordinated than Rosario, but slower.  
 
Adrian aims the gun at Rosario and shoots her once in the head, 
killing her immediately.  
 
Ashley screams in a tearful horror. Raged, she aims at Adrian, 
but he shoots her once in the arm which causes her drop one of 
her pistols, and again in the stomach, which causes her to drop 
the other. 
 
Bleeding and dying, Ashley leans against the tree. 
 
Abi, Kendra and Eden come out of hiding.  
 
Felix stands by the mountain side. 
 
                      ASHLEY      
               You’re stupid if you think you 
               can escape this place… You can’t.  
               And nothing will change that-- 
 
Abi throws a SHURIKEN at Ashley’s head, killing her.  
 
Everyone turns to him, fed up with him. 
 
                      ADRIAN        
               Monogamy, man. Practice it. 
 
Felix backs away from the mountainside, frantic, as a massive 
hole appears behind him, leading to some sort of shelter below… 
 
Everyone’s shocked but Adrian, whose face lights up with joy. He 
hands the gun back to Kendra and heads inside. 
 
SUPER.GIRLS#14 ROSARIO MURPHY,GIRLS#13 ASHLEY BELL DEAD–24 TO GO  
 
INT. SHELTER – FIRST FLOOR – DAY 
 
Adrian enters, and Eden, Abi, Kendra and Felix follow. The door 
shuts behind them. The room is damn-near totally black. 
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Eden takes out a flashlight from her military pack, and the 
group proceeds to talk down the hall…         
 
INT. SHELTER – BASEMENT 2 – DAY 
 
The group enters a hall filled with steel doors. They try to 
open them, but they’re all locked. 
 
Felix moves his flashlight upward; at the last door at the end 
of the hall…it’s slightly open… He walks towards it. 
 
                      EDEN 
               (whisper)       
               Felix!        
 
INT. RUSTY ROOM – CONTINUOUS 
 
Felix opens the door. He searches the room, finding a cracked 
mirror, a stand with a TV and a DVD player on it, a dirty bed 
and a bowl of water underneath it. Everything looks old and 
dirty, but nothing out of the ordinary. 
 
Felix cautiously walks to the television. He presses the power 
button and shocking to him -- it cuts on.  
 
Eden, Abi, Kendra, and Adrian enter.  
 
                      EDEN 
               What are you doing? 
 
                      FELIX 
               Shh!  
 
Felix sits in front of the TV. He fools around with some buttons 
and the TV’s blue screen disappears…replaced by the BATTLE 
ROYALE LOGO.  
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Holy shit…       
 
Abi closes the door. The group gathers around Felix to watch the 
video. 
 
A young male appears in the video, dressed in a white lab coat. 
It stops.  
 
Felix hits it, but nothing happens. 
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                      FELIX 
               Damn.  
 
                      ADRIAN 
               I wonder what it was about…  
 
INT. BASEMENT LAB – DAY 
 
The group enters. It’s totally dark.  
 
                      EDEN 
               Everyone, stay close. 
 
Felix steps forward. The light cut on, one section at a time. 
The group stops dead in their tracks, looking around as the room 
is revealed to them piece-by-piece.  
 
The group is actually standing on a rail. Surrounding them are 
tubes with animals inside, all kinds, seemingly dead.  
 
Everyone’s amazed. Abi doesn’t know what to make out of this. 
 
                      ABI 
               Well, fuck me sideways…  
 
                      KENDRA 
               What is this? 
 
Felix walks towards the computers at the very end of the room. 
The others pay him no attention.  
 
                      EDEN 
               Those creatures… This is where  
               they’re made. 
 
A look of worry appears on everyone’s faces.  
 
                      EDEN 
               We need to go. Right now.  
 
Adrian turns to Felix. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Yo! Felix! Let’s go!     
 
Felix ignores them, annoying the others. Kendra turns to the 
group and whispers: 
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                      KENDRA 
               Just leave him. He wasn’t supposed  
               to follow us in the first place. 
 
Felix searches through the computer controls, amazed, intrigued, 
gently running his fingers over the shiny buttons. 
 
The others are clearly tired of waiting.  
 
Adrian begins to approach Felix, but he quickly takes out 
Felicity’s old gun and points it at him, shocking him. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Whoa, Felix. What are you doing? 
 
                      FELIX 
               I think I’m gonna stay. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               Dude, if those people find out  
               you’re here, they’ll kill you! 
 
Something catches Kendra’s eye, a large spider-like creature, 
plastered on to the glass, its fur moving in the wear, its legs 
slightly trembling…like it’s waking up from a long sleep… 
 
                      ADRIAN (O.S.) 
               Is there something about that you 
               don’t understand?!              
                        
Kendra steps closer, unsure whether or not her eyes are 
deceiving her. She stares at the tube and leans forward. 
 
The tube cracks.  
 
She gasps and jumps back. Everyone turns to her as the spider-
creature BURSTS through the glass and LOUNGES towards Kendra, 
firmly attaching itself to her face! 
 
Eden screams as she jumps back. Abi panics.  
 
                      ABI 
               Kendra! 
 
Kendra twirls and screams, trying to pull the thing off of her, 
but the creatures pours a black substance all over her face, 
melting it.  
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The eye-less creature hops off of her and turns to the teary-
eyed, screaming Eden. She runs as it crawls towards her. 
 
Abi stomps it in time, smashing his boot against the creature 
until it dies.   
 
Eden, Abi, and Adrian gather around Kendra’s body, nerves and 
shock taking over. Her face still melts, but it’s slows down.  
 
Suddenly the water in the other tubes drains out. The creatures 
are about to awaken. 
 
The others, angered, and immediately turn to Felix. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               What the hell did you just do? 
 
                      FELIX 
               I didn’t do anything! 
 
The tubes unlock. Smoke fills the room. 
 
                      EDEN 
               It’s not him… Let’s go! 
 
Everyone makes a run for it. When everyone’s gone, Eden digs in 
her bag and takes out two LAND MIMES. She puts them in front of 
the doorway and runs off.  
 
SUPER. GIRLS#19 KENDRA PASTUER DEAD – 23 TO GO  
 
INT. RUSTY HALLWAY – CONTINUOUS 
 
Abi, Adrian, Felix and Eden run down the hall. A loud BOOM is 
heard from behind, signifying that one of the mines went off.  
 
Abi and Adrian turn to Eden, and she looks back at them, giving 
a look that says, “you’re welcome.”   
 
Out of no where, a large, slimy tentacle sneaks behind Eden and 
grabs her leg and pulls her straight to the ground. 
 
Adrian hears her cries and runs to her. He grabs her arms, 
stretching his legs from side-to-side to prevent himself from 
sliding down with her.  
 
Eden looks up at him, tears in her eyes. 
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                      EDEN 
               You have to let me go! 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               I’m not doin’ that! 
 
Adrian’s face becomes stricken with guilt, and he can’t hide his 
tears either. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               I’m sorry.    
 
Adrian can barely hold on to her, and soon, the tentacle drags 
Eden away. Her screams faint the further down she goes.  
    
SUPER. GIRLS#10 EDEN KELLY DEAD – 22 TO GO  
 
Adrian’s in shock. He can’t move. Abi runs to his side and tries 
to pull him up. 
 
                      ABI 
               C’mon! Get up! 
 
INT. STAIRCASE – DAY 
 
Abi, Adrian and Felix climb the series of steps. Adrian stops, 
vomit inducing. His face is vacant, like it’s been cried out. 
 
                      ABI 
               Listen, it’s not your fault. You  
               didn’t know what was down here. 
 
                      ADRIAN 
               That’s the point. 
 
Below, a door busts open. What sounds like a giant mob busting 
in all at once is heard, capturing everyone’s attention. 
 
Felix begins to make an escape, without Adrian and Abi. 
 
                      FELIX 
               C’mon! 
 
INT. SHELTER – FIRST FLOOR – CONTINUOUS 
 
Felix, Adrian and Abi storm through the door and speed down the 
hall, not turning back. 
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Not before long, the door busts open, and a herd of deformed, 
genetically-enhanced creatures charge through, all resembling 
what was once normal animals.  
 
Felix is in the clear lead. Abi is lagging behind. Adrian runs 
to his side to help him pick up the pace…but the monsters aren’t 
far behind…                  
 
Felix arrives at the end which appears to be a dead-end. He 
frantically feels all over the walls, and eventually he presses 
a switch, and the hidden door rises up, revealing the outside.  
 
EXT. ROCKY AREA – CONTINUOUS 
 
Felix leans against the mountain’s edge, panting. He looks back 
inside the shelter. Abi and Adrian struggle to escape, the 
creatures practically right behind them. They try, but it looks 
impossible to escape…and we can see this on Felix’s face. 
 
Felix places his hand on the hidden switch Adrian pressed 
earlier, and the door starts to shut. Adrian’s face lights up in 
total shock, and he and Abi rush to escape before the door shuts 
completely.  
 
                      ADRIAN 
               FELIX!! 
 
But it’s no use. The door shuts, right when they were getting 
close.   
 
Felix leans against the rocky edge once more. He slides down, 
staring into space, void of all movements…silent…  
 
SUPER. BOYS#20 ABIDEMI ABIOYE BOYS#1 ADRIAN ORTEGA DEAD-20 TO GO 
 
EXT. JUNGLE – DAY 
 
Joseph searches through the jungle, his face filled with 
determination and hope. 
 

- FLASHBACK – 
 
EXT. TRAIL – DAY 
 
Svetlana and Joseph, dressed in typical exercise-appropriate 
gear, jog along the trail. Neither of them are wearing the metal 
plate.  
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Joseph’s damn-near out of breath. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               Jesus. Slow down. 
 
Svetlana chuckles. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               I’m not going that fast, Joseph.  
               You’re just too slow. 
 
She turns to him and gives him a cute, yet devious wink, 
followed by a light giggle. She speeds up, leaving him behind. 
 
                      SVETLANA (O.S.) 
               Catch up!  
 
- PRESENT TIME - 
 
Svetlana runs down the trail, Joseph nowhere in sight. She takes 
the small intersection from the main path, and hides for a 
while. She returns to the main path, and still, no Joseph. 
 
She feels her neck, grabbing the METAL PLACE, which sends her 
right back into reality.  
 
She returns to the intersection, and runs all the way up to the 
small shrine sitting above. She kneels down before the altar and 
takes out her GOLDEN CROSS ROSARY from underneath her shirt, and 
begins praying.  
 
                      SVETLANA 
               My father, who art in heaven… 
 
Something rattles in the bushes, alerting Svetlana, who turns to 
them, staring at them, waiting for the critter to reveal itself… 
 
She reaches for the STUN GRENADES sitting next to her. She grabs 
one and gets up, approaching the bushes. She prepares to throw 
it when outcomes--  
 
GUSTAV, holding a pair of CLASH CYMBALS  
 
Svetlana’s relieved. She lowers the grenade. 
 
Gustav’s still in a bit of shock.  
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                      GUSTAV 
               …Hey. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Gus. What’re you doing here? 
 
Gustav tries to get out of the bushes. Svetlana helps him.  
  
                      GUSTAV 
               Just trying to find some place to  
               hide… These people are insane. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               (dusting his shirt) 
               Yeah. 
 
Svetlana walks back to her shrine. Gustav follows her.  
 
                      GUSTAV 
               So… This is where you’ve been all 
               day?   
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Yup. 
 
She kneels before the altar and blows out the candles. 
  
                      GUSTAV 
               Seen any monsters? 
 
Svetlana shoots him a look. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               No.  
 
Gustav sits next to her. 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               It’s getting late. Another report’s  
               due soon.  
               (beat) 
               What if this place becomes a danger  
               zone? 
 
Svetlana becomes further annoyed. 
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                      SVETLANA 
               Then I’ll move. What else am I  
               gonna do? 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               Here’s a crazy thought. Why don’t 
               you and I form a… An alliance, of 
               sorts?  
 
                      SVETLANA 
               An “alliance?” 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               Yeah, why not? You watch my back… 
               I’ll watch yours. 
 
Svetlana takes a moment to think, and answers only to shut him 
up. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Yeah, sure. 
 
She opens her personal bag and takes out a long cloth. She leans 
against a tree and wraps herself with it. She turns to Gustav, 
sensing that he’s cold. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               …Do you wanna share it? 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               Alright. Sure. 
 
Gustav chuckles, though Svetlana’s not assumed. He buries 
himself underneath the covers next to the Russian beauty.  
 
Silence.  
 
He looks at her. She’s practically asleep already. 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               You feel cold. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Hm? 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               I said… You feel cold.    
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                      SVETLANA 
               That’s because I am cold. Not  
               realizing I was going to get  
               kidnapped, I packed a whole bunch 
               of summer clothes. 
 
More silence. Gustav moves closer, touching Svetlana’s body. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Gus…what are you doing? 
 
Gustav continues to force himself on her. She tries to push him 
off. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Gus! 
 
She pushes him off and slaps him. He stares back at her, raged, 
like he’s morphed into a completely different person. He punches 
her across the face which sends her leaning on the dirt. 
 
He comes on top of her and turns her over. He tries to kiss her 
and but she keeps her mouth closed. He kisses all over her neck 
and she screams loudly for help. 
 
Gustav grabs her neck and shakes her, looking at her with pure 
malice in his eyes. 
 
                      GUSTAV 
               Shut up! I said shut up! 
 
She reluctantly does so. 
 
He slowly unbuttons her shirt… Then he moves to her pants… 
 
Svetlana knee-kicks him in the groin. He cries out in pain and 
turns over.  
 
                      GUSTAV 
               FUCK!! 
 
Svetlana gets up and grabs the closest -- and largest -- tree 
branch she can find, and pounds Gustav into oblivion, each blow 
fueling her anger and her might. 
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When she’s done, Gustav’s almost unrecognizable. She drops the 
branch, backing up, tears streaming down her face. She drops on 
her behind, staring at the body, crying frantically. 
 
Leaves and bushes shuffle behind her and she jumps up. She picks 
up the stick and waits for the chance to strike.  She’s so 
shaken, she can barely hold the branch, but she tries.  
 
Joseph emerges from the bushes, and he and Svetlana stare at 
each other for a while. 
 
Her tears return. She drops the branch and runs to Joseph, 
hugging him tightly. He hugs her back, relieved, and he kisses 
her forehead.  
 
Svetlana bursts into tears. Joseph looks over her shoulder at 
Gustav’s body. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               Jesus. 
 
SUPER. BOYS#15 GUSTAV HARVEY DEAD - 19 TO GO 
         
INT. MAIN HEADQUARTS – NIGHT 
 
Hardy’s slouched all over the couch. He looks as if he’s just 
about given up on life. 
 
                      HARDY 
               …Rob, this is Kevin. Call me when  
               you get the chance. 
 
A soldier approaches him and hands him a white sheet of paper. 
Hardy takes it, clears his throat, and picks up the mic, his 
entire mood changing. 
  
                      HARDY 
               It’s now 6:00PM. The following people 
               were killed this afternoon. 
 
EXT. OLD MOTEL – NIGHT 
 
Kylie takes the clothes from the washing line. She folds each 
pair before putting it inside a trash bag.  
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Girls #14, Rosario Murphy. 
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Something steps out from the woods, alerting Kylie -- TERRY -- 
although he’s in bad shape and can barely walk.  
 
Kylie immediately stops what she’s doing and runs to him, 
hugging him. He hugs her back, tightly, shedding a tear.  
 
Isaiah and Salah step outside. Isaiah’s eyes lit up in shock. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Girls #13, Ashley Bell. 
  
                      ISAIAH 
               Holy shit… Terry! 
 
Isaiah runs to Terry, but Salah stays put. 
 
EXT. ABANDONED CLINIC – CONTINUOUS 
 
Teagan and Stacy walk towards the building. Stacy struggles to 
keep going and she falls to the ground, eventually slipping into 
unconsciousness.  
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Girls #19, Kendra Pastuer. 
 
Teagan kneels down beside her. She slaps her, shakes her, but 
nothing wakes her up. This frightens her. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Stacy… C’mon… Please… 
 
GIOVANNI steps out of the clinic, shirtless and barefoot, 
wearing only a pair of sweatpants, the RADAR in his hands. He 
and Teagan stare at each other intensely.  
 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Girls #10, Eden Kelly. 
 
Giovanni motions for Teagan to come inside. She tries to lift 
Stacy up, but she’s struggling. Giovanni runs to her aid and 
helps her pick Stacy up. 
 
EXT. BEACH – CONTINUOUS 
 
Nigel sits on the sand, staring at the sky. Ramon starts a fire 
a few ways behind him.  
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                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Boys#20, Abidemi Abioye. 
 
Ramon walks to Ramon.   
 
                      RAMON 
               You good? 
 
Nigel nods. Ramon pats his back in a brotherly way, and returns 
to tending the fire.  
 
EXT. WOODS – CONTINUOUS 
 
Nanuk strikes his axe against a massive piece of flesh 
repeatedly, splashing blood all over him. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Boys#1, Adrian Ortega. 
 
He stops. Panting.  
 
He gets up. The body’s revealed to be a very large HEADLESS 
BOAR, the same one that attacked Brianna and Terry.  
 
Nanuk walks away, carrying its head. 
 
EXT. FIELD – CONTINUOUS 
 
Jennylee and Brianna walk around, but they stop immediately, for 
something’s caught their attention. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Boys#15, Gustav Harvey. 
 
Felix sits on the edge of the mountain. He knows he’s not alone, 
but he remains seated.  
 
Jennylee chuckles sarcastically, whispering: 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Where in the hell has he been? 
 
But Brianna’s not thrilled, her face filled with nerves, tension 
and confliction. 
 
EXT. OLD CLINIC – DAY 
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SUPER. DAY 2 - 6:00 AM 
 
INT. PATIENT ROOM – CONTINUOUS 
 
Teagan sleeps on a hospital bed. She wakes up and looks around. 
She’s alone. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Stacy? 
 
INT. MAIN CLINIC ROOM – CONTINUOUS 
 
Teagan enters, dressed in the same clothes from the previous 
night.   
 
Giovanni, in the same sweatpants-and-nothing-else, attempts to 
cook some pieces of fish on a skillet by a small fire he made on 
top of a sink. 
 
He and Teagan exchange looks. She smiles politely. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Hi. 
 
He nods at her. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Good morning. 
 
She sits at the table. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Do you usually get up this early? 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               No. But given the circumstances… 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               (chuckle) 
               Right. 
 
Silence.  
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               So, what’s your name? 
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                      TEAGAN 
               Teagan. Yours? 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Giovanni. 
 
Teagan nods repeatedly.  
 
                      TEAGAN 
               I think I’ve heard of you before. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Oh yeah? Wa’chu know about me? 
 
Teagan slightly blushes, and she shrugs. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               I dunno. I heard you were nice,  
               I guess. 
 
Giovanni shoots her a playful look, and she laughs, the 
attraction between them very strong.  
 

- LATER –  
 
Giovanni and Teagan both sit at the table, each with place of 
freshly-cooked fish, laughing and having a good time considering 
their siuation. Giovanni’s wearing a tight T-shirt now.  
 
                      TEAGAN 
               I hated her. Hated her. I would study  
               for hours, and I’d still fail all of  
               her exams. Seriously. She was horrible.  
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               I heard if you get a “C” in her class, 
               that’s like getting an “A.” 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Uh-Hmm. That’s so true. And it’s not  
               that she’s a hard teacher, it’s just 
               that she has a tendency to say one  
               thing in class, but put something  
               entirely different on her exams. And 
               her projects… Oh my God… We had a  
               different one, like, every week.                    
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                      GIOVANNI 
               Damn. No one has time to do all  
               that. People got stuff they gotta do.  
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Exactly. I had a life, okay. I also had  
               other classes I had to worry about too. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Right. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               I mean, I know anatomy is important  
               for some people, but I’m not going to  
               be a doctor. I don’t need to know any 
               of that shit. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               You never know what you’re gonna  
               need to know in life. 
 
They take a break to eat. 
  
                      TEAGAN 
               So how is school like in Tennessee?  
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Same shit. 
 
Teagan giggles, which causes Giovanni to smile. Silence.  
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               So, you and that girl… Y’all close? 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Mm-Hmm. That’s my sweetheart. I can 
               tell, we’re gonna be friends forever.  
 
Giovanni smiles sadly. 
      
                      GIOVANNI 
               That’s good… I was here with my  
               girlfriend… She ain’t even last 
               two hours. 
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                      TEAGAN 
               (shocked gasp) 
               Aw… I’m so sorry. 
 
Giovanni looks up. Stacy emerges from the room next to the one 
Teagan was using. She still looks a bit out of it, but better. 
She doesn’t approach the group. 
 
Teagan turns around.  
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Stacy… What’s up?  
               (silence) 
               Uh, this is Giovanni. He helped us  
               out last night. 
               (more silence) 
               Why don’t you come sit with us? If you  
               want, you can have the rest of this. 
 
                      STACY 
               I’m not hungry. 
 
Teagan gets up from her seat and walks to Stacy.  
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Listen, don’t push it. If you’re  
               not feeling good-- 
 
Stacy suddenly pulls out a -8"-BAAREL 686 SILHOUETTE MAGNUM and 
points at Teagan, stopping her dead in her tracks.  
 
Giovanni gets up, alert, keeping his hands underneath the table. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               What are you doing? 
 
Stacy’s an emotional, nervous wreck. 
 
                      STACY 
               One night… I was out for one  
               night, and you’ve already found  
               yourself a replacement.    
 
                      TEAGAN 
               What are you talking about? Giovanni  
               is the reason you’re still alive! 
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                      STACY 
               GOD! Why are you so fucking stupid?! 
               The last time you tried to find help, 
               what did that guy do? He tried to  
               kill us!  
 

- FLASHBACK –  
 
INT. OLD KITCHEN – DAY 
 
Teagan and Stacy sit at the kitchen. DANIEL WALKER, a skinny 
kid, stirs soup in a large pot.  
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Thank you so much. 
 
                      DANIEL 
               No problem…  
 
David takes out a small container with white powdered substance 
inside. He dumps everything inside the pot and stirs it up.    
 
He hides the now empty container in his pocket and turns to the 
girls, nervous. 
 
                      DANIEL 
               I’m gonna go find us some meat or  
               something… This stuff is ready, so… 
               feel free to take some whenever you  
               want it. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Okay. Thanks, Daniel. 
 
Daniel nods and forces a smile. He grabs a KITCHEN KNIFE and 
makes a quick exit. Teagan takes note of this. 
 
Stacy happily runs to the pot.  
 
                      STACY 
               Mmm, this smells so good! 
 

- PRESENT TIME –  
 
INT. MAIN CLINIC ROOM – DAY 
 
Teagan appears guilty.  
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                      STACY 
               Wake up, Teagan! Nobody cares about  
               anyone out here! 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               That’s not true.  
 
Stacy points the gun at Giovanni, but he remains calm. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               We’re not the enemy. The people  
               you need to be mad at, are the  
               people who put us here.   
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Stacy, please… 
 
Stacy turns the gun on Teagan, fully enrage. 
 
                      STACY 
               Stay the FUCK back! I don’t  
               fucking trust you, and I  
               definitely don’t fucking trust 
               him!        
 
Teagan is full of tears. She pleads: 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Oh my God, Stacy… Just put it down,   
               alright? Just put the gun down--  
 
Stacy tries to shoot, but Giovanni quickly draws the Nitro 
Express from underneath the table and SHOOTS HER before she 
acts! 
 
Stacy’s body drops to the ground. Teagan gasps in absolute 
shock, total disbelief. She stares at the body, just shaking. 
 
Giovanni lays the gun down. The entire room is filled with 
intense silence.  
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Go get your stuff.  
               (as he trails off into his room) 
               We gotta move. 
 
Teagan remains still. 
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SUPER. GIRLS#16 STACY CAMPBELL DEAD - 18 TO GO 
 
EXT. OLD MOTEL – DAY 
 
Kylie and Terry sit outside, quiet. She looks at him. He looks 
troubled. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Do you wanna talk about it? 
 
He doesn’t answer. He just stares into space. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               At least it wasn’t you. 
 
He sighs, shaking his head. 
 
                      TERRY 
               They shot him up like a fucking  
               rag-doll. They didn’t care. They  
               fucking liked it. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               I’m not surprised. Jennylee was  
               always a miserable bitch. 
               (beat, looks at Terry)     
               C’mon.   
 
She pats his shoulder and leaves. His eyes follow her, 
intrigued. 
 
EXT. SMALL SHORELINE BEHIND WOODS – DAY 
 
Salah hammers pieces of wood together, building a WOODEN BOAT. 
 
Kylie enters, with Terry behind her. Salah looks up at her, 
angered. 
 
                      SALAH 
               Kylie! 
  
                      KYLIE 
               It’s okay, Salah, he’s not gonna  
               say anything. I trust him. 
 
Terry looks at the boat, big enough for several people. It’s 
near completion.  
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                      TERRY 
               Dang… Does Isaiah know about this? 
 
Salah’s and Kylie’s eyes immediately jump towards Terry, and he 
feels the burns.  
 
                      KYLIE 
               No, he doesn’t.  
               (walks to Salah) 
               And he’s not going to…  
               (turns back to Terry) 
               …Is he? 
 
Terry shakes his head “no.” She believes him. 
  
                      KYLIE 
               Good.  
 
Salah sits down the hammer. He turns to Kylie. 
 
                      SALAH (mouthed) 
               The laptop?    
 
Kylie nods. She digs in her bag and takes out a laptop. Salah 
motions for Terry to come closer and they all gather around it. 
 
Salah opens NOTEPAD and begins typing: 
 
        We have no intentions of leaving him here. This is more 
or less a “personal project.”  Isaiah likes to control 
everything and is difficult to work with, and if he finds out 
we’ve been doing this without him, I’m afraid he’ll destroy it 
out of spite. This way, we can ensure the completion of the 
boat, and secure our survival. 
  
                      TERRY (whispered) 
               But what about… 
 
Terry points at the collar, and Salah types: 
 
        I think I know how to take the collars off, but I’ll 
have to study it further. Nonetheless, when the boat’s finished, 
we’ll wait until tomorrow, in which we’ll sabotage the system, 
and trick them into thinking we’re dead. 
 
They whisper: 
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                      TERRY 
               You sure it’ll work? 
 
                      SALAH 
               No. But it’s all we got.                         
 
EXT. FOREST – DAY 
 
Jennylee and Felix walk through the woods, with Brianna behind 
them. 
                      
                      JENNYLEE 
               So you’re telling me you haven’t  
               seen a single person out here the 
               entire time? I don’t believe that. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Well, it’s the truth. Take it or  
               leave it.  
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Whatever. 
               (turns around to Brianna)    
               Hurry up. Why are you walking so   
               slow?             
 
                      BRIANNA 
               I’m coming. 
 
Jennylee turns to Felix.  
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               So what happened to your girlfriend? 
 
Felix stops, fed up with her pestering.  
 
                      FELIX 
               What do you think, you fucking cunt?    
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Okay!  
 
They continue on.  
 
                      JENNYLEE (O.S.) 
               Jesus! 
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Brianna’s lost in thought.           
 

- FLASHBACK –  
 
INT. BRIANNA’S BEDROOM – DAY 
 
Brianna rests on Felix’s chest while he plays with her hair. 
They’re in bed, naked, the sheets covering them. 
 
A smile stretches across Brianna’s face as she closes her eyes. 
Felix starts to get up and get dressed. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Where are you going?  
 
                      FELIX 
               I gotta do something. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Oh… Okay… 
 
He’s dressed. Brianna tries to kiss him, but he bypasses her 
lips and gives her a small peck on the forehead. He leaves.  
 

- PRESENT TIME –  
 
EXT. LAKE – DAY 
 
Felix washes his face, his military pack sitting next to him, 
wide-open, revealing the weapons inside.  
 
Jennylee sees this and immediately runs to Brianna. She pulls 
her away and they whisper: 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Did you see his bag? 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               What? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               Did you see his bag?    
   
                      BRIANNA 
               No. Why? 
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                      JENNYLEE 
               Dude’s got a shitload of weapons  
               in there! 
 
Brianna senses where Jennylee is going with this. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               So…what are you saying? 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               What do you think, Brianna?         
 
Felix lifts his head up, attentive. He hears them.  
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               He’s a fucking killer. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               If he’s a killer, then what are we? 
                
The whispering stops. Felix pretends to continue washing his 
face. 
 
Jennylee approaches him.  
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Jenny!  
  
                      JENNYLEE 
               C’mon, we’re going. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Actually, I think it’s better if 
               we head south instead. If we keep 
               going that way… 
               (points east, Jennylee’s original 
               direction) 
               …we’ll run straight into a danger zone.    
 
Jennylee looks at him as if he had the nerve to question her, 
but she rolls her eyes and brushes it off. 
 
EXT. ROCKY BEACH – DAY 
 
Felix leads Jennylee and Brianna along the beach, somewhat 
separated from the rest of the island. 
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                      JENNYLEE 
               Where are we going? 
 
                      FELIX 
               We’re almost there. Just a  
               little more.  
 
EXT. EDGE – DAY 
 
They arrive at an edge. It’s reachable, if two people were to 
climb on top of one another. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               What is this? 
 
She steps forward. She looks up. 
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               It looks reachable.   
 
Felix takes out Felicity’s GUNSLINGER and shoots Brianna in her 
stomach.  
 
Jennylee jumps back around, eyes-widen in total, teary shock. 
Brianna’s body drops to the ground.  
 
Felix points the gun at Jennylee.  
 

- FLASHBACK –  
 
INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY – DAY 
 
Jennylee walks down the hallway, kids from all corners giving 
her dirty looks. She tries not to look at any of them. 
 
INT. JENNYLE’S BEDROOM – DAY 
 
Jennylee’s tucked underneath the covers, quietly crying to 
herself.  
 
                      JENNYLEE 
               God… I can’t deal with this anymore. 
 
INT. SANDERS HOUSEHOLD – HALL – NIGHT 
 
Jennylee passes an opened door. She hears voices coming from 
inside, an OLDER WOMAN and a YOUNG WOMAN, her mother and sister. 
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                      MOTHER (O.S.) 
               It just makes me so sick…  
 
INT. SISTER’S BEDROOM – CONTINUOUS 
 
Mother turns to sister. 
   
                      MOTHER 
               Why didn’t she want to move?  
 
                      SISTER 
               Because she knows the truth.    
 
INT. SANDERS HOUSEHOLD – HALL – CONTINUOUS 
 
Jennylee takes a step back. 
 
                      SISTER (O.S.) 
               Everyone at school knows how she  
               is, mom. Not saying Hardy is all 
               Mr. Innocent, but Jennylee is hardly  
               a victim either. 
 
                      MOTHER (O.S.) 
               Jessica! That’s your sister! 
 
                      SISTER (O.S.) 
               Mom, wake up! Jennylee is not the 
               innocent girl you think she is!  
               She is a selfish, vindictive person!  
               She’ll do whatever she can to assume  
               herself! 
 
Jennylee is shocked to hear this.  
 
                      MOTHER (O.S.) 
               I don’t want to hear another word 
               of this. 
 
                      SISTER (O.S.) 
               It’s the truth, mom. Even dad 
               knows, why do you think he hasn’t 
               spoken to her in two years? 
                       
Jennylee walks away from the door, angry, trying to keep her 
tears inside. 
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                      SISTER (O.S.) 
               Nobody wants to deal with her. She’ll   
               never be anything in life. She’s  
               practically worthless. 
 

- PRESENT TIME -  
 
EXT. EDGE – DAY 
 
Jennylee’s eyes tear up, as if she knows her fate. With rage in 
her eyes, she reaches for the gun sticking out of her skirt from 
behind, but Felix quickly SHOOTS HER BEFORE SHE PULLS IT OUT. 
 
Whenever she makes a movement, no matter how subtle, Felix 
shoots! After a series of blows, Jennylee’s body drops straight 
to the muddy ground, lifeless.  
 
SUPER. GIRLS#7 JENNYLEE SANDERS DEAD - 17 TO GO 
 
Felix’s eyes show no signs of guilt this time. He looks behind 
him to finish off the other one…but she’s gone! 
 
EXT. SMALL WOODS – CONTINUOUS 
 
Brianna limps through the woods, holding her wound, pain showing 
all over her face. Blood pours through her hands. 
 
She falls to the ground, unable to go any further. She turns on 
her back and stares into the light, awaiting her fate… 
 
A large mass of flesh stretches across the giant trees above 
her. A branch breaks, cutting a hole in the massive corpse. 
Dark, purplish blue liquid pour out of the hole and splashes all 
over Brianna’s face, getting into her mouth.  
 
Brianna chokes and gags. She wipes the liquid off her face. She 
turns back around and gets on her knees, violently coughing to 
get the liquid out of her throat.  
 
The coughs worsen. She holds her stomach in pain, her eyes 
practically sealed shut. She lifts up her shirt to feel her bare 
stomach. Her skin ripples…almost as if something is crawling 
inside! 
 
Brianna falls down flat on her stomach. Her eyes close, and her 
breathing slows down…but it never stops… Soon after…she wakes 
up… 
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She noticeably looks a lot healthier than before, like she’s 
just awakened from a century’s long rest.  
 
She slowly sits up. She feels her side, where she had been a 
shot, but she doesn’t feel anything. She lifts up her shirt… and 
the bullet wound is GONE… 
 
EXT. HILLTOP – DAY 
 
Nigel and Ramon quietly walk along the edge. Nigel spots 
something ahead, and he rushes to it. 
 
                      RAMON 
               Nigel! 
 
Nigel stops at a corpse, a familiar brown-skinned FEMALE, leaned 
against a tree with a BASIC HANDGUN pointed upward in her mouth.  
 
Nigel kneels down before it. He sees a bloody picture of HERSELF 
AND BAILEY WRIGHT in her hand.  
   
                      NIGEL 
               Brittany… 
 
SUPER. GIRLS#18 BRITTANY ANDERSON DEAD - 16 TO GO 
 
Nigel sighs and shakes his head, saddened. He stands up. Ramon’s 
behind him. 
 
                      RAMON 
               You okay? 
 
Nigel nods.  
 
From a distance, he can spot the OLD MOTEL. His eyes perk upon 
seeing KYLIE stand in front of it, with ISAIAH approaching her.  
 
                      KYLIE 
               Where is Joseph?   
 
Hope fills Nigel’s eyes. He rushes down the hall, running 
towards the motel. Ramon struggles to keep up. 
 
                      RAMON 
               Slow down, goodness!              
                                                  
INT. MOTEL LOBBY – DAY 
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Salah and Terry sit at a table. The door opens, catching their 
attentions.  
 
Kylie and Isaiah enter, with Ramon and Nigel behind them. Kylie 
shuts the door behind them. 
 
Salah’s alert. He doesn’t like this.  
 
                      TERRY 
               Is that Nigel?      
 
                      NIGEL (O.S.) 
               (to Isaiah) 
               Thanks, dude. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               No problem. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Here, let me show you upstairs. 
 
Kylie leads Nigel and Ramon upstairs. Salah approaches Isaiah.   
 
                      SALAH 
               What the hell are you doing? 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Look, they needed help. Besides,  
               if anything crazy happens, we can  
               just… use ‘em as shields.  
 
He chuckles and pats Salah on the shoulder before leaving. This 
frustrates Salah. 
 
                      TERRY 
               What’s up? Why are you bitchin’? 
 
Salah sits back at the table and whispers: 
 
                      SALAH 
               There’re too many people. The boat 
               can only fit four of us. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Looks like you got yourself a  
               problem, then. 
               (beat, takes a drink) 
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                      TERRY (CONT’D) 
               Besides… if it can only fit four  
               of us, what did you plan on doing 
               when Joseph got back?  
 
                      SALAH 
               Let’s be realistic. Joseph isn’t 
               coming back.      
 
EXT. WOODS – DAY 
 
Svetlana and Joseph walk through the woods. The report’s on.  
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               Girls #16, Stacy Campbell 
               (disappointed, saddened) 
               …Girls #7, Jennylee Sanders. And  
               Girls#18, Brittany Anderson. 
 
Svetlana sits down on a rock. Joseph sits next to her. 
 
                      HARDY (through megaphones) 
               That brings us to a total of three. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               I just need a quick break. Sorry. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               No. It’s alright. 
 
Silence. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               So, uh… What happened with Gus? 
 
This is a sore subject for her. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               I don’t want to talk about it. 
 
Joseph nods out of respect. He tries to move a little bit closer 
to her, but she quickly shoots him a look that suggests he’d 
better back off. 
 
A gunshot’s sounds off, breaking the soon-to-be tense silence.  
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                      JOSEPH  
               What was that? 
 
EXT. DEEP WOODS - CONTINUOUS 
 
CHICHI BABAJIDE races through the woods, with DANIEL WALKER and 
EMILY HOLLAND hot on her trail, shooting at her with identical 
PISTOLS. 
 
Chichi runs into an open field surrounded by giant trees. 
 
EXT. SMALL TREE COVERED FIELD – CONTINUOUS 
 
Chichi hides behind a large tree, holding WIND AND FIRE WHEELS, 
the exact same ones LEAH TABASA owned.  
 
She takes out a rosary and begins praying: 
 
                      CHICHI  
               Dear Lord God… Please forgive me for  
               all of the sins I’ve committed… And 
               the sins I’m about to commit. 
 
Daniel and Emily enter. They approach Chichi and stop, 
snickering. 
 
                      DANIEL 
               As if we can’t see your big fat ass! 
 
Chichi opens her eyes, her breathing slowing down. She turns 
around and immediately throws a wheel at Emily, slicing a 
gapping hole in her neck. 
 
Daniel quickly backs away. Blood squirts from Emily’s wound as 
her body falls to the ground.  
 
                      DANIEL 
               Emily!  
 
Daniel points his gun towards Chichi in rage, but she throws the 
other wheel at him, which strikes (and sticks) to his forehead. 
His body falls backwards. 
 
Everything quiets down. Chichi walks to the bodies and looks 
down on them. 
 
SUPER.BOYS#11 DANIEL WALKER,GIRLS#6 EMILY HOLLAND DEAD-14 TO GO 
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Chichi retrieves her weapons. She walks away from the bodies, 
the guilt within her rising. She drops to her knees and squeezes 
her rosary tightly as she closes her eyes. 
 
                      CHICHI (in Yoruba) 
               My father, who art in heaven… 
 
Brianna enters, her face void of any emotion, her SUBMACHINE GUN 
in her hand.  
 
Chichi ignores her, continuing her prayer. Brianna walks pass 
her as if she wasn’t even there. 
 
Chichi slowly opens her eyes. She quickly rises to her feet. She 
turns around and SCREAMS LIKE A BANSHEE as she runs TOWARDS 
BRIANNA, a wheel in each hand! 
 
Brianna immediately holds up her gun and lets loose on Chichi. 
After a series of missed-bullets, Chichi’s SHOT UP like a piece 
of prop and falls FLAT ON THE GROUND. 
 
JOSEPH’S CRY is heard from a not-too-far distance, catching 
Brianna off guard.  
 
SUPER. GIRLS#4 CHICHI BABAJIDE DEAD - 13 TO GO 
 
EXT. WOODS – CONTINUOUS 
 
Svetlana, her lower stomach hit with two BULLET WOUNDs, 
struggles to keep standing. 
 
Joseph runs to her side and grabs her. He sits her on the ground 
and holds her in his arms. His eyes are filled with tears, 
shock. He can’t believe this has happened.  
 
                      JOSEPH 
               Oh God… 
 
Svetlana’s eyes trail to Joseph’s. She knows her time is up. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               Joseph…  
 
She holds up a hand, something inside. Joseph holds it tightly. 
He stares at her, trembling, unable to hide the tears.  
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                      JOSEPH 
               I love you.  
 
She smiles sadly. She rubs his face and softly says: 
 
                     SVETLANA 
               Kinda wish you’d told me sooner. 
               (sad giggle) 
               I had no idea… You were a football 
               player… And I was just some nobody…   
               I didn’t think I had a chance.   
 
Joseph shakes his head. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               The first day of school, when you  
               sat next to me… I hadn’t more nervous  
               of anything in my whole life. 
 
He holds her close, and she rests in his arms. Joseph shuts his 
eyes as tears come streaming down. 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               I wanted to protect you so bad. I 
               wanted to make up for being a dick 
               to you and bailing when things  
               started to get serious… I wanted  
               to make up for pushing you to Josh. 
 
Svetlana’s eyes perk up. She feels Joseph’s emotions. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               (to self)   
               Josh… 
 
                      JOSEPH 
               I don’t blame you for running to him. 
               Maybe if you were with Josh, this  
               wouldn’t have happened. 
 
Svetlana looks up at Joseph. 
 
                      SVETLANA 
               I never stopped…thinking of you… 
               (beat) 
               Please… stay with me. 
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                      JOSEPH 
               …Of course… 
 
She closes her eyes, and in a matter of seconds, she dies.  
 
Joseph holds her tightly and cries. 
 
SUPER. GIRLS#21 SVETLANA DILLINGHAM DEAD - 12 TO GO 
 
He hears footsteps nearby, a massive force stopping on the 
ground, breathing loudly through its large nose.  
 
Joseph looks up. A four-legged, fat beast, resembling what used 
to be a deer, stares at him. 
 
Joseph stares back. He gulps. He lets go of Svetlana’s hand and 
her GOLDEN ROSARY NECKLACE falls out.  
 
The creatures roars ferociously and charges towards Joseph.  
 
Joseph takes out the cross necklace and quickly gets up. He 
swings the necklace around in front of him and the deer 
immediately stops. It backs away… 
 
Joseph sighs in relief. He starts to back away…however 
unbeknownst to him…THE SAME SPECIES is behind him…preparing to 
charge. 
 
Joseph hears its heavy breaths and does a jump-turn-around. The 
creature leaps towards Joseph who JUMPS OFF TO THE SIDE, 
narrowly dodging the foe. 
 
The creature jumps on the other beast, and they fight, ripping 
each other to shreds. 
 
Joseph stares at the scene, wide-eyed. He gets up and runs off.  
 
EXT. DIRT AREA – CONTINUOUS 
 
Nanuk sits on a log, sharpening his axes in a somewhat dry area 
in the middle of the woods. 
 
Joseph runs into the area. Nanuk immediately draws his axes and 
point them at Joseph, approaching him in a threatening manner. 
 
                      NANUK 
               Get out of here. 
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Joseph draws his gun out of self-defense.  
 
                      JOSEPH 
               Look, I don’t wanna fight,  
               alright? 
 
                      NANUK 
               I said GET! OUT-- 
 
Joseph fires, panicked and misses. A thick cloud of tension 
covers the area, Joseph fearing Nanuk’s next reaction… He knows 
messed up.  
 
Nanuk shouts kamikaze style as he THROWNS AN AXE IT AT JOSEPH, 
the axe firmly landing on his side, stuck in between his neck 
and his shoulder. 
 
Blood squirts out of the opening as Joseph attempts to touch the 
blade -- but he doesn’t, and his body falls to the ground. 
 
SUPER. BOYS#4 JOSEPH SNYDER DEAD - 11 TO GO 
 
Nanuk stares down at the body. This isn’t enough. He RIPS OUT 
the axe from Joseph’s neck -- then he picks up the other axe, 
and begins TEARING JOSEPH TO PIECES like a raged, savage beast. 
 
Sounds of ruffled bushes are heard behind him, but he’s too 
unfocused. Soon, he stops, panting, covered in blood. At a 
glance he could pass for a demon himself. 
  
He turns around. GIOVANNI AND TEAGAN stand behind him, trying to 
figure out whether he is a man or a demon. 
 
Nanuk shouts again as he charges towards them. 
 
Giovanni aims his gun at him, but he’s too shaken to shoot.  
 
Nanuk draws closer. 
 
Frustrated, Teagan STEALS Giovanni’s gun and shoots Nanuk dead. 
 
SUPER. BOYS#8 NANUK WAYNA DEAD – 10 TO GO 
  
Teagan and Giovanni exchange looks. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Was that hard? 
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Teagan approaches Nanuk’s body and kneels before it. 
 
                      GIOVANNI 
               Sorry. I’m not a killer. 
 
Teagan digs in her pocket and THROWS A BAG OF MARBLES towards 
Giovanni. They land to his feet. 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               Then why don’t you take these instead. 
 
Giovanni shoots her a look, but he soon understands her.  
        
                      GIOVANNI 
               Teagan, if this is about Stacy-- 
 
                      TEAGAN 
               --Don’t. I get it. 
 
Giovanni watches Teagan take Nanuk’s bloody axes from his hands, 
which grosses him out a little.  
 
                      TEAGAN 
               It’s a “game,” I get it.  
               Everyone’s out for themselves. 
               (holds up an axe) 
               Want one? 
 
Giovanni stares at her. The cheerful girl he met last night is 
gone. This one is emotionally dead, hopeless, which rubs off on 
him. He sadly nods, coming to the same realization. 
 
Giovanni’s RADAR beeps. In an instant second, he’s SHOT UP FROM 
BEHIND BY A MACHINE PISTOL.   
 
Teagan SCREAMS as the shots continue. She tries to run off, but 
she gets shot up as well.  
 
The bodies lie on the ground, dead, full of holes.  
 
FELIX enters, his MACHINE PISTOL in his hands. He walks to the 
bodies to collect their weapons.   
 
SUPER.BOYS#19 GIOVANNI HALDOR,GIRLS#1 TEAGAN BOWEL DEAD–8 TO GO 
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Felix stuffs the radar in his back pocket. He picks up a small 
bag near Giovanni’s body, but throws it back on the ground upon 
finding out that only marbles are inside it. 
 
EXT. WOODS – DUSK 
 
SUPER. 6.00PM  
 
Felix walks through the silent woods.  
 
BRIANNA hides behind some thick trees. Felix walks past her, but 
he doesn’t see her. This builds up all kinds of rage within her, 
and she steps out from hiding, pointing her submachine gun at 
Felix. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               There you are, you son-of-a-bitch. 
 
Felix’s eyes perk in surprise as he turns around to face her.  
 
He runs and Brianna starts to blast off, but lucky for him, the 
bullets hit the trees instead of him. 
 
EXT. THIN WOODS – CONTINUOUS 
 
Felix races through the woods with Brianna on his trail.  
 
                      FELIX 
               She had it coming, Brianna! She  
               was gonna do the exact same thing  
               to me, and you know it!  
 
She shoots at him and misses. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               You’re no better yourself, you  
               fucking snake! All you do is lie  
               to people and use them!  
 
                      FELIX 
               Please! Jennylee spreading her legs 
               for the teacher is what got us all 
               in this crap! 
 
Brianna fires again and this time, a bullet hits him. He shouts 
in pain and struggles to maintain his current speed. Lucky for 
him, the end of the woods is near… 
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EXT. OLD MOTEL – CONTINUOUS 
 
Isaiah and Salah talk outside. Isaiah’s pissed. Salah is too, 
but less so.  
 
                      SALAH 
               I told him… I told him not go  
               back out there. 
 
He sighs, shaking his head. He whispers: 
 
                      SALAH 
               Fucking stupid. 
 
Felix limps out of the woods, losing blood and consciousness. He 
falls down. 
 
Isaiah and Salah immediately rush to his side. Felix grabs 
Isaiah’s shirt, staring intensely into his eyes. 
 
                      FELIX 
               …You gotta help me… 
 
Gunshots sound off from a distance. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               C’mon. 
 
Salah helps Isaiah lift Felix up and they carry him inside. 
 
Felix shuts his eyes.  
 

- FLASHBACK – 
 
INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - DAY 
 
Felix and FELICITY sit at a table. Felix’s eating his food while 
Felicity stares at him in annoyance.   
 
                      FELICITY 
               Felix. 
 
                      FELIX 
               It’s nothing. 
               (stops eating, wipes mouth) 
               Nothing. It’s nothing. 
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                      FELICITY 
               Look, if you keep this up, you’re 
               gonna get thrown off the team.  
 
He resumes eating. 
 
                      FELIX 
               It’s a little too late for that. 
 
Felicity’s shocked to hear this. Felix gets agitated at the 
direction of the conversation. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Listen, I don’t care, alright?  
               I really don’t. Football’s useless. 
               I’m not going to college anyway, so  
               what’s the point? 
 
Felicity’s saddened by this, but she thinks she knows the reason 
for Felix’s behavior. She leans forward and speaks in a soft, 
concerned tone.  
 
                      FELICTY 
               Felix, if this is about your parents, 
               I understand. My parents divorced  
               when I was like, seven. It sucks…  
               But there’s nothing you can do about 
               it. It’s not your fault-- 
 
Felix’s mood instantly changes, reflected by the dark glare in 
his eyes. He gets up and leaves while she’s still talking.  
 
She watches him leave and sighs sadly. 
 
EXT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT – DAY 
 
Felix’s leaving the schools QUINCY with RICHARD by his side, and 
CHIN, GUSTAV, and a bunch of other guys, play football on the 
grass.  
 
Quincy begins to throw the ball, but stops upon spotting Felix. 
He turns to Richard and they snicker. Everyone turns to Felix. 
 
                      QUINCY 
               Look.  
               (turns to Felix, smirks)                
               There’s that bitch Felix Moss! 
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Felix flips them off as he walks by, not looking at them. 
 
The other guys’ chuckle. 
 
                     QUINCY 
               What’s wrong, Felix? Mad ‘cuz no  
               one gives a shit about you anymore?  
               Maybe you should do what your real 
               dad did and hang yourself! 
 
Some of the guys, including Chin, are shocked and disgusted by 
that, but Richard and Gustav snicker like little girls. 
 
Rage builds up within Felix, and he turns to Quincy. 
 
                      FELIX 
               It takes a really fucked up person to   
               say something like that. And I would  
               beat your ass over it, but you look like  
               the kinda faggot who’d like that shit.   
               (beat)  
               Just keep your distance, man. I’m  
               warning you.  
 
He starts to leave. 
    
Gustav attempts to throw the football at Felix, but it misses, 
almost hitting the side of his leg. The douche trio starts 
cracking up.  
 
Felix doesn’t sweat it. He picks up the ball and throws it at 
Quincy with all of his might, and it hits the side of his face 
with perfect accuracy.  
 
The sound of the impact causes Quincy’s friends to cringe. That 
sucker sounded like it hurt. Quincy immediately shuts up. He 
runs at Felix and the two fight. 
 
INT. BRIANNA’S BEDROOM – DAY 
 
Felix sits on the bed, still angered. Brianna sits next to him, 
staring at the bruises on his face. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               You look a mess. 
 
He shoots her a look. Silence. 
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                      BRIANNA 
               So, I see you and Alana are getting 
               close… Are you sleeping together? 
  
                      FELIX 
               No, we’re just talking… And what 
               the hell? I don’t have to answer 
               to you.  
 
Brianna sighs, emotions coming through. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               I can’t do this anymore. 
 
                      FELIX 
               What are you talking about? 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               You, Felix. I’m talking about you.  
               (beat) 
               I thought it was Felicity I was  
               competing with. But the only  
               person you’re in love with is  
               yourself. 
 
Brianna’s almost in tears, but all Felix can do is chuckle to 
himself. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Wow. 
 
He leaves. Brianna’s totally floored.  
  

- PRESENT –  
 
INT. MOTEL ROOM – NIGHT 
 
Felix wakes up, wrapped in bandages.  
 
Isaiah, Salah, Kylie and Terry surround the bed. He looks at all 
of them, confused. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               You alright? 
 
Felix’s almost afraid to nod, intimidated, but he does. 
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                      ISAIAH 
               Good. 
               (to the others)  
               Aight, give the man some room. 
 
They begin to leave. Kylie smiles and waves at Felix before 
exiting.  
 
He sits up. He looks around the room. His bag and his gun are 
nowhere to be seen. 
 
INT. MOTEL LOBBY – NIGHT 
 
Nigel and Ramon sit at the table and they’re soon joined by 
Terry. Ramon seems very into Nigel, laughing at his jokes, which 
Terry is somewhat wary of… 
 
Isaiah, Kylie, and Salah enter soon after.  
 
                      KYLIE 
               So the only one still left is Brianna. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Yup. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               I wonder who got Teagan.  
               (joins the table)  
               I can’t imagine a guy killing her.  
               She was one of the so-called “hot 
               chicks.” 
 
Ramon shrugs nonchalantly.  
 
                      RAMON 
               She was alright. 
  
Nigel’s too lost in thought. 
 
Footsteps creep down the stairs. Everyone’s eyes are fixed at 
them, especially Nigel, who fills with hope as Felix slowly and 
carefully, walks down the stairs, joining the others. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Felix! 
 
Nigel runs to Felix gives him a joyful brotherly hug.  
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                      NIGEL 
               Thank God! 
 
                      FELIX 
               Ow, ow! 
 
Nigel loosens his grip. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Sorry, my bad.  
 
The hug stops. Felix laughs and jokingly slaps Nigel cheek. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Pussy.  
 
                      NIGEL 
               Screw you, man.   
 
Isaiah leaves. Kylie watches him, concerned.   
 
Felix walks to her. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Hey, do you know where he’s  
               going?  
 
                      KYLIE 
               Probably to his room. Why? 
 
                      FELIX 
               I need to talk to him. It’s  
               kind of important.  
 
INT. ISAIAH’S ROOM – NIGHT 
 
Isaiah sits in front of a bag with RAMON’S METAL BATON, FELIX’S 
MACHINE PISTOL (and the other weapons he found) and a REMINGTON 
870 SHOTGUN.  
 
He zips up the bag and sits it against a drawer with a PAIR OF 
THROWING DARTS sitting on top.  
 
The door opens. Isaiah hops up and turns to it. Felix enters, 
and Kylie shuts the door behind him, giving the guys some 
privacy.  
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                      ISAIAH 
               What’s up? What do you need? 
                     
                      FELIX 
               Listen, uh… I wanna ask you about 
               something… 
               (approaches Isaiah) 
               My bag. You didn’t… 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               --I know what’s inside it, Felix. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Oh… Well, where are they? 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               I took ‘em. You don’t need ‘em. 
               (beat)  
               I got everyone else’s stuff too, so  
               don’t think you’re the only one. 
 
This upsets Felix, but he “lets it go.” 
 
                      FELIX 
               Okay. Alright. You obviously know  
               what you’re doing… Who am I to  
               question that? 
 
He leaves. 
 
INT. HALL – CONTINUOUS 
 
Kylie leans against the hall. Felix exits the room. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               That was quick. 
 
Felix forces a short smile so that he doesn’t completely ignore 
her, and continues to walk down the hall.                     
 
INT. MOTEL ROOM – NIGHT 
 
Felix talks with Nigel and Ramon. 
 
                      FELIX 
               And you’re okay with that?  
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                      NIGEL 
               Of course not. But it was just the  
               two of us, Felix. What could we have 
               done, seriously? 
 
Salah and Terry abruptly enter, quickly ending the conversation. 
 
                      TERRY 
               What are y’all talkin’ about? 
 
                      RAMON 
               …Nothing… 
 
Nigel shoots Ramon a look that says, “KEEP QUIET!” 
 
Felix’s not scared of them however. 
 
                      FELIX 
               I’m gonna be honest with you. I 
               don’t like Isaiah. I don’t like  
               him telling me what to do, and  
               I don’t like him having my shit. 
 
Terry and Salah light up, alarmed. Salah turns to Terry. 
 
                      SALAH 
               Close the door. 
 
Terry does so. They gather around the others.  
 
                      TERRY 
               What happened? 
 
                      FELIX 
               I don’t think it’s right that he 
               has all of our weapons. If  
               something happens, then we’ll  
               have no way to defend ourselves. 
 
Salah turns to Terry, who does not like this at all so far.                
 
                      SALAH 
               He has a point. 
 
                      TERRY 
               …So what are you saying? 
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                      FELIX 
               I want my stuff back.  
 
Kylie enters, disrupting the conversation again. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               (giggles) 
               Sorry… Isaiah wants everyone  
               downstairs. He says it’s important. 
 
INT. MOTEL LOBBY – NIGHT 
 
Everyone’s gathered around. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               …You want us to go to their  
               headquarters? I dunno, man… 
 
                      SALAH 
               The headquarters’ a danger zone. 
               We won’t get through. 
 
Everyone’s silent. Ramon’s eyes occasionally trail off towards 
Nigel, and then the door, quietly hinting an escape plan. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Can I see you for a minute? 
 
                      SALAH 
               …Sure, sure. 
 
Salah gets up and heads to the back with Isaiah. 
 
The others disperse. Ramon approaches to Nigel. They whisper. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               What is it? 
 
                      RAMON 
               We gotta go! The guy’s gonna  
               fucking get us killed!  
 
Ramon approaches the door…but ISAIAH AND SALAH reenter.  
 
Isaiah sits something behind the doorway, but we can’t see what 
it is. He leans against the doorway with his arms-crossed, eyes-
narrowed, loving being the “authority figure.”  
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Salah stands behind Isaiah like a scared puppy. The others 
freeze in silence and back away, sensing that trouble is on its 
way… 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Where are you going? 
 
Ramon stops immediately. He slowly turns to Isaiah, and stares 
at him in his eyes, boldly, like a man should. 
 
                      RAMON 
               Look, I’m not about to sit here 
               and judge you. I don’t know you 
               like that. And I know you mean 
               well…but this just isn’t working…  
               No disrespect… 
 
Ramon begins to leave. 
 
Isaiah looks as if he’s been personally insulted. He reaches 
behind him, taking out the REMINGTON 870 SHOTGUN, and shoots 
Ramon in the BACK OF HIS HEAD. 
 
Kylie screams and jumps back. 
 
Nigel’s back hits the wall as he stares at the body, his face 
more shocked than a deer-in-headlights.                                 
                     
SUPER. BOYS#9 RAMON JONES DEAD – 7 TO GO 
 
INT. MOTEL ROOM – NIGHT 
 
Nigel’s freaking out, filled with anger and rage, venting to 
Felix. The door’s slightly opened, but this doesn’t stop him. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               I’m sick of him. I’m tired of that 
               asshole walking around here like  
               he’s the fucking king! 
               (lower, serious) 
               I’m gonna get those weapons back. 
               Then I’m gonna go to his room, and 
               I’m gonna shoot him in the fucking  
               face. That’s exactly what I’m gonna  
               do! 
 
Felix just listens. 
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Salah cautiously enters and Felix and Nigel immediately glares 
at him. Salah knows what they were discussing, and feels the 
same.  
 
                      NIGEL 
               How much did you hear? 
     
                      SALAH 
               Enough. 
               (understanding) 
               I’m not here to disagree with you. 
               I knew this was gonna happen sooner 
               or later. I used to tell Terry all  
               the time to watch out for Isaiah,  
               but he never listened. 
 
Nigel motions for Salah to shut the door and he does so. The 
three huddle up. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Look, what’s said in this room,  
               stays in this room. Don’t say  
               anything to Terry, and definitely  
               don’t say a goddamn thing to Kylie!  
 
They all nod in agreement. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Sure. 
 
A bump’s heard hitting the wall from the outside, as if someone 
was trying to listen in! 
 
Nigel charges to the door and opens it. TERRY stands by the 
doorway.  
 
Nigel lifts him up by his shirt, pulls him in, slams the door 
and PUSHES Terry against the wall, his hands around his neck.  
 
                      NIGEL 
               What did you hear? 
 
                      TERRY 
               Get your fucking hands off me! 
 
Nigel pushes Terry against the wall again and he tightens his 
grip. 
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                      NIGEL 
               Listen, I don’t give a SHIT about 
               you! I’ll kill you right now if  
               I have to. 
 
                      SALAH 
               Nigel. 
 
Nigel calms down, if only a little, and backs off. Salah 
approaches Terry. 
 
                      SALAH 
               I know Isaiah’s your friend, but 
               this game has changed him. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Fuck you. 
 
                      SALAH 
               Stop lying to yourself, Terry! You’ve  
               seen how Isaiah has changed! He treats  
               you like you’re his servant, his  
               “yes man.” He’s irrational, he’s  
               demanding, and he’s weak. If you stick  
               with him, you’ll get yourself killed. 
 
                      TERRY 
               How? What, you guys are gonna kill 
               me? 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Damn right. 
 
Everyone’s surprised at Nigel’s threat, but spur-of-the-moment 
or not, it has Terry convinced, and he’s ready to corporate. 
  
                      NIGEL 
               Listen up. This is either the greatest  
               or the stupidest thing you’ll ever  
               hear, but bare with us.  
               (beat) 
               The only person Isaiah even remotely  
               gives a shit about is Kylie. She’s the 
               only one who can get our weapons back. 
     
                      TERRY 
               Isaiah’s not gonna let that happen. 
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                      NIGEL 
               Exactly! Which is why she has to kill 
               him. 
 
Terry’s shocked at this. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               It can be done. I don’t care what  
               you have to do, but get it done. 
               ‘Cuz if you don’t… I’m killing her, 
               and then I’m coming after you. 
 
                      TERRY 
               With what weapon? 
 
Nigel gives a smug smirk. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               I don’t need a weapon, buddy. I’m 
               just doing this for these guys.    
 
INT. MOTEL HALLWAY – NIGHT 
 
Terry exits the room, his face full of confliction. As he walks 
up the hall…he stops… KYLIE stands above, staring at him. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Don’t tell me you’re gonna do it… 
 
She runs to him, tears in her eyes. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Look at me, and tell me you’re not 
               gonna do it! 
 
Terry tries to keep his emotions within. He looks away. 
 
                      TERRY 
               I don’t know what I’m gonna do. 
 
Kylie’s heart sinks, and she cries at Terry’s revelation, which 
rubs off on Terry a little. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Kylie… Kylie, you have to do it.     
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                      KYLIE 
               No! God!  
               (stares at him, disappointed) 
               Isaiah loved you more than he loved 
               his own goddamn family! He wouldn’t 
               even think about doing this to you,  
               not for a second… You’re disgusting!  
 
She leaves.  
 
Terry hangs his head down, feeling ashamed. 
 
INT. ISAIAH’S ROOM – NIGHT 
   
Isaiah kneels on the ground, looking through a drawer, the 
shotgun sitting right beside him. 
 
Kylie enters. 
 
Isaiah jumps up and points the shotgun at her, startling her. 
After a few seconds, he points the gun away, and Kylie sighs, 
relieved. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               I thought you were gonna shoot  
               me with that thing. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Sorry. 
               (resumes straightening out drawer) 
               It’s just that no one’s said a word 
               to me in almost two hours. 
 
Kylie feels guilty. She knows why. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               So, what’s up? 
 
She shakes her head. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Nothing.  
 
Isaiah shuts the drawer. He gets up. Kylie begins to approach 
him, but he picks up the gun and aims it at her. 
 
She’s shocked, frightened. 
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                      KYLIE 
               Is this a joke? 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               What are you here for, Kylie? 
 
                      KYLIE 
               What are you talking about?? 
 
Isaiah angrily approaches her, scaring her. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               DON’T bullshit me! 
               (lowers tone) 
               I know they’ve been whispering.  
               What are they trying to do? 
 
She’s practically trembling. She can’t answer. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Answer me, Kylie. WHAT are they  
               trying to do? Are they trying to 
               kill me? 
 
She still can’t answer. Isaiah looks as if he’s heard enough, 
the pain he feels inside expressed through his wet eyes. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               …Are you with them? 
 
                      KYLIE 
               No, no! Isaiah-- 
 
Isaiah walks towards the door. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Yes, they’ve been whispering! And  
               yes, they wanted to get me involved, 
               but I wouldn’t do it! 
 
He stops.  
 
                      ISAIAH 
               And what about Terry?  
 
Kylie reverts back to being stone-cold-silent.  
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Isaiah sits the shotgun against the wall. Frustrated, he walks 
to her again. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Kylie. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               …I don’t know! 
 
Isaiah can’t contain his rage, and he pops her one across her 
face with great force, almost as if it was a reflex. 
 
Kylie lets out a high-pitched cry. She turns to Isaiah, staring 
in his eyes, flabbergasted, holding the cheek he slapped. He’s 
not so much as yelled at her, much less actually HIT her! 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               Why are you lying to me? 
 
                      KYLIE 
               I’m not lying to you! 
 
He grabs her and slams her against the wall. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               WHY ARE YOU LYING TO ME?! 
 
Kylie’s shaking like a scared puppy in fear of getting whooped 
by its master’s belt. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               I swear to God… I’m not… 
 
He pulls her by her hair and throws her on the ground. He climbs 
on top of her and begins strangling her. He’s totally lost it. 
His eyes are filled with pure hate. 
 
Kylie struggles to pull him off. She glances at the animalistic 
rage in his eyes and quickly turns to the side.  
 
She’s losing air. In desperation she sticks her fingers in his 
eyes. He cries out in pain and lets her go. 
 
She gets up and he does the same. Kylie runs behind the rolling 
chair and pushes it at him, buying her enough time to pick up 
the SHOTGUN and point it at him.  
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Isaiah stops and stares, eyes-perked. Kylie, her eyes closed 
shut, panics and -- POP -- a bullet’s been fired, going straight 
through Isaiah’s body.  
 
Everything in the room becomes quiet.  
 
Kylie’s eyes and mouth shoot up in shock as Isaiah stands 
perfectly still…staring at his girlfriend…tears brewing. Her 
eyes follow Isaiah as his large body hits the ground, void of 
all movement.  
 
Kylie leans against the wall. She drops the gun. She slides down 
until her butt hits the floor, and she stares at the bloody 
corpse in disbelief…  
 

- FLASHBACK –  
 
INT. KYLIE’S BEDROOM – DAY 
 
Isaiah and Kylie sit on the bed. Kylie’s face is red and a 
little wet as if she’s been crying. 
 
This concerns him. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               What’s wrong? 
 
He rubs her arms comfortably. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               What’s this about? 
 
She turns to him. She fights back the tears by maintaining a 
stern face. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               I have to tell you something,  
               and you’re not gonna like it. 
               (beat) 
               I’m pregnant. 
 
Isaiah’s completely surprised. He doesn’t know what to say.  
 
The silence scares Kylie, and the tears begin to return. 
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                      KYLIE 
               So what do you wanna do? 
               (no response) 
               …I don’t have to keep it. 
 
Isaiah shakes his head and Kylie appears relieved, like her 
biggest fears had vanished.  
 
Isaiah gently squeezes her hands, staring into her eyes with, 
vulnerability. Kylie tries to keep herself from smiling.  
 
                      ISAIAH 
               We fucked up. 
 
She’s confused. Not sure where he’s going with this. 
 
                      ISAIAH 
               But we can make this work. 
 
Kylie can’t hide her tears. Isaiah hugs her, comfortably rubbing 
her back as she lets it out, and then he kisses her forehead. 
 

- PRESENT TIME –  
 
Kylie stares at Isaiah’s corpse, his lifeless eyes, covered in 
blood, staring back at her. She shuts her eyes and lets out a 
loud, terrifying scream! 
 
SUPER. BOYS#7 ISAIAH TORRES DEAD – 6 TO GO 
 
INT. MOTEL ROOM – NIGHT 
 
Everyone’s gathered around the room. All eyes on Nigel.  
 
Kylie is withdrawn, eyes fixed on the ground, face blank. 
 
Terry’s face reveals nerves a plenty, scared of what’s going to 
happen next. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Alright, so, um… Let’s get going. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Wait. 
 
Felix points to Salah. Everyone then directs their attention 
over to Salah. 
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                      FELIX 
               Aren’t you gonna… 
               (grabs hold of collar) 
               …Do that thing? 
 
Salah doesn’t want to do it. Terry immediately picks up on it 
and is shocked that Salah mentioned his plan to the others. 
 
                      SALAH 
               I’m not sure if that’s going to  
               work. It’s just too risky. Too  
               much could go wrong. 
 
Nigel sighs with growing annoyance. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Well, then… That just makes everything 
               we’ve just done utterly useless. 
                     (shoots Salah a glare) 
               Just do it. If it doesn’t work, it 
               doesn’t work. It’s a win-win, as  
               far as I’m concerned. 
 
Kylie and Terry stare at Salah, pressuring him not to go along 
with it, but… 
 
                      SALAH 
               …Fine.   
 
Felix passes a handgun to Salah. 
 

BLACKOUT 
 

Five gunshots sound off. 
 

INSTANT 
 

EXT. WOODS – NIGHT 
 
A storm is approaching. 
 
Brianna walks through the jungle. 
 
Her collar starts to beep. She begins to panic, grabbing the 
collar, tears streaming down…but the beeping stops, and the 
collar falls off.  
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She stares at the collar, calming down… 
 

(BLACKOUT) 
 

WINNER is written in cartoon letters over a bright, blinking 
background.   
 
SUPER. WINNER (?) – BRIANNA FLORES! 
 

(INSTANT) 
 
INT. HOTEL ROOM – NIGHT 
 
The back wall has five bullet holes in it. Everyone’s collars 
are on the floor. 
 
Felix and Nigel grab their weapons and head out.  
 
Terry and Kylie begin to leave, but Salah stops him. He 
whispers. 
 
                      SALAH 
               I’m gonna give you a signal. When 
               you see it, you run. If you don’t  
               see me back here in thirty minutes,  
               take the boat and leave. 
 
Terry and Kylie quietly nod.  
 
Salah exits.  
 
Kylie begins to head out herself.  
 
                      TERRY 
               Are you okay? 
 
She sighs, annoyed.  
 
                      KYLIE 
               Terry, don’t. You got exactly what  
               you wanted. 
 
She gives him a disgusted look and leaves.  
 
EXT. WOODS – NIGHT (Raining) 
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The group of five walks through the woods in silence. Nigel and 
Felix walk ahead of the others. 
 
Terry frequently looks up at Salah, waiting for his signal. 
Salah finally turns to him. 
 
                      SALAH (mouthed) 
               Go. 
 
Terry nods. He turns to Kylie who also nods. They run into the 
woods, disappearing.  
 
This catches Felix’s and Nigel’s attentions. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Where are they g-- 
 
Salah points his Remington Shotgun at Nigel and SHOOTS him. 
He attempts to do the same to Felix, but Felix shoots him down 
with his machine pistol. 
 
Salah dies instantly. 
 
SUPER. BOYS#10 SALAH FIHR DEAD – 5 TO GO 
 
EXT. DEEP WOODS – CONTINUOUS 
 
Terry and Kylie run through the wet jungle. They stop. 
 
                      TERRY 
               I’m going back to the headquarters. 
               Take the boat and go. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               What? 
 
Terry runs the opposite direction. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               Terry! 
 
She runs back to him. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Kylie, go back! I’m serious! 
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                      KYLIE 
               No! I wanna end this just as much  
               as you do. Let me help. 
               (beat) 
               …I owe it to my kid. 
 
Terry’s totally shocked. 
 
                      TERRY  
               You’re pregnant?  
 
She nods sadly. Terry sees the fire in her eyes, and although he 
knows what he should do, he doesn’t know what to do.  
 
                      TERRY 
               ...Stay close. C’mon. 
 
They run towards the HQ. 
 
EXT. WOODS – CONTINOUS 
 
Felix kneels before Nigel, who’s rapidly losing consciousness.  
 
                      FELIX 
               C’mon, Nigel! 
 
A chunk of blood squirts out of Nigel’s mouth as he chuckles. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               Felix… You know I’m fucked. 
 
Silence. Felix knows he’s right. 
 
                      NIGEL 
               …Guess I’ll see you soon. 
 
He dies. 
 
SUPER. BOYS#14 NIGEL HALL DEAD – 4 TO GO 
 
Felix looks up, pure rage in his eyes. 
 
EXT. WOODS – NIGHT (Storming) 
 
The Headquarters. Terry and Kylie run towards it. 
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                      TERRY 
               We’re almost there. Just a   
               little more. 
 
                      KYLIE 
               So, what happens next? What do  
               we do after we kill Hardy? 
 
Terry isn’t sure of this himself. 
 
                      TERRY 
               I dunno. 
 
They continue to head forward.  
 
A horrifying echo sounds throughout the woods, catching Terry’s 
and Kylie’s attention. They stop and look around. The echoes 
become louder and more join in…as if they’re preparing to close 
in on Terry and Kylie.  
 
Seemingly out of a nowhere, A PISTOL SOUNDS OFF and the bullet 
hits Kylie perfectly on the SIDE OF HER NECK. Kylie holds her 
wound as her body begins to lose coordination.  
 
She stares at Terry who stares back at her, both shocked, as 
blood GUSHES out of the wound through her head. 
 
She drops to the ground. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Kylie?! 
 
Terry attempts to run to her, but even more bullets are fired 
away, each striking her back. Terry jumps back. 
 
Felix steps forward, revealing himself. The hardened, somewhat 
demented raged expression on his face shows that he means 
business.  
 
Terry gets up and runs off.  
 
Felix shoots at him but misses. He speed walks into the woods, 
chasing after Terry.  
 

(BLACKOUT) 
 

SUPER. GIRLS#9 KYLIE ARKINS DEAD – 3 TO GO 
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(INSTANT) 
 

EXT. HEADQUARTERS ENTRANCE – CONTINUOUS  
 
Terry runs into the center of the courtyard. The headquarters is 
empty, not a single soldier or vehicle nearby. 
 
Terry kneels down and vomits, his emotions starting to catch up 
to him. He wipes his mouth, gets up, and runs inside the 
headquarters, shutting the door behind him. 
 
Felix enters. He looks to his left and his right as he takes 
each step.  
 
He hears a gun CLICK behind him. He stops. He knows who it is. 
 
BRIANNA, pointing her gun at Felix steps from the darkness and 
walks behind him. He slowly lifts his arms in the air. 
 
                      FELIX 
               You don’t wanna do this, Brianna. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Shut up! Don’t say a word! 
               (eyes Felix’s machine pistol) 
               Drop it! 
 
                      FELIX 
               I did you a favor, you know. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Drop the gun, Felix! 
 
Felix reluctantly sits the gun on the ground. He turns around, 
face-to-face with Brianna, arms in the air once again.  
 
                      FELIX 
               Jennylee was never your friend. She 
               only hung out with you because you  
               were the only person who could stand 
               her. She was a user, a parasite. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               And how are you any different? 
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                      FELIX 
               Listen to me, Brianna. Killing me  
               won’t accomplish anything. Someone  
               dangerous is inside that building,  
               and we need to stop him. 
 
Brianna steps closer to Felix, softening up. 
 
                      FELIX 
               We can win this. Just you and me. 
               The way it should be. 
 
She’s directly in front of him now. She looks into his eyes.  
 
Felix slowly lowers his arms and places his hands on her 
shoulders, gently rubbing them. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               I wanna believe you, Felix.  
 
Felix rubs the side of her face in a loving manner. She likes 
this; it makes her feel at ease. He gently moves her head 
slightly upward so that their eyes meet.   
 
                      FELIX 
               I’m sorry. 
 
Brianna’s dropped her guard. 
 
As Felix pulls her closer, a WORM-LIKE CRITTER crawls along the 
side of her face, buried in her skin, moving towards her brain.  
 
Felix freaks out and pushes her off of him, backing away. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               What’s wrong? 
 
                      FELIX 
               Stay away from me. 
 
As he steps back, she steps forward. 
      
                      BRIANNA 
               (confused) 
               Felix-- 
 
Felix picks up his Machine Pistol and points at Brianna. 
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                      FELIX 
               I said stay back! 
 
She takes another step towards him and he cocks his gun. She 
finally stops. 
  
                      FELIX 
               What are you? 
  
                      BRIANNA 
               I don’t understand… What are you   
               talking about-- 
 
He shoots. The bullet flies into Brianna’s stomach and she falls 
to the ground, void of all movement.  
 
Felix tries to shoot her again, but he’s out of bullets. He 
cautiously walks to her body and kicks it over. He drops his 
pistol and attempts to take the Submachine Gun, but then… 
 
…Brianna wakes up! She points the gun at Felix and gets up. Her 
eyes are black, and the lines around them thicken, like veins. 
 
Felix runs towards the doors as fast as he can. Brianna fires 
one bullet which hits his leg. He cries out as his knees touch 
the ground…but he gets back up.  
 
Brianna shoots his other leg, and Felix falls down. He gives a 
last ditch effort to crawl to the doors, almost touching the 
stairs, but Brianna walks behind him and steps on his back. 
 
He groans, pained. She turns him on his back, the Submachine Gun 
pointed at his face. He’s trembling, but he tries to hide his 
fear the best he can. 
 
                      FELIX 
               Is this how you wanna end it? Hm? 
 
She cocks the gun. Her face is filled with hurt and confliction. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               I loved you. Of all the others, 
               you were the only one I… 
 
                      FELIX 
               …We can still make this work…  
               We can still--     
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Brianna fires away, shooting Felix down until her last bullet. 
Afterwards, she drops the gun and simply stares at the body, her 
eyes back to normal.  
 
SUPER. BOYS#3 FELIX MOSS DEAD - 2 TO GO 
 
INT. HQ HALL – NIGHT 
 
Terry walks down the dark, empty hall. He comes across a 
slightly opened door… 
 
INT. SUPPLY ROOM – CONTINUOUS 
 
He enters. The lights cut on one-by-one, revealing a plethora of 
GUNS, KNIVES, and MILITARY PACKS. 
 
Terry’s amazed by this. 
 
                      TERRY 
               Whoa. 
 
INT. EMPTY CLASSROOM – NIGHT 
 
HARDY stands in front of a window, looking at Brianna from 
above. His face is void of all hope, as if he’s just a soulless 
vessel. Lifeless. 
 
The door opens and shuts.  
 
Hardy turns to them.  
 
Terry stands by them, and the two stare at each other 
intensively for a while. Hardy smirks. 
 
                      HARDY 
               Hello, Terry.  
 
Terry begins walking towards Hardy. 
 
                      HARDY 
               You know, those things are only  
               supposed come off after everyone’s 
               been killed. But there’s still  
               someone left, isn’t there?  
 
Terry doesn’t respond. Hardy walks to him. 
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                      HARDY 
               So, how’d you do it, Terry? I  
               never thought you were that bright 
               of a student, to be honest…yet you’ve 
               managed to fool to us… To fool me.  
               What’s your secret? 
 
Terry shrugs. Hardy smirks, and walks back to the window. 
 
                      HARDY 
               So many strong players… Jennylee…  
               Felix… Yet of all people to make it 
               to the end, it’s you. A student   
               hardly anyone knows. A student nobody 
               would’ve remembered otherwise… It’s a  
               little humorous, actually. Those kids  
               were out there fighting for their  
               lives, yet all you had to do was sit  
               on your ass and keep quiet.  
   
                      TERRY 
               Fuck you.     
               (beat) 
               Are you happy? Is this what you 
               wanted? I wonder what your son would 
               think about all of this-- 
 
Hardy quickly pulls out a gun and points it at Terry, while 
Terry points his gun at Hardy! 
                                        
                      HARDY 
               You don’t know a damn thing about  
               my son!  
               (beats) 
               Maybe, I should just do away with 
               you. Make Brianna the “winner” this 
               year. God knows she’s certainly more  
               deserving of the title than you are. 
 
Terry shoots Hardy right in the gut. Hardy attempts to 
counterattack, but Terry shoots him down.  
 
Hardy drops his gun and his lifeless corpse falls on the floor. 
Terry walks to the body and kicks the gun out of his hand. He 
delivers two shots to Hardy’s forehead.  
 
Terry pants. He turns to the window. The sun starts to come up. 
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EXT. HEADQUARTERS ENTRANCE – DAY  
 
Brianna sits on the courtyard, Felix’s body lies on the opposite 
side of her.  
 
Terry exits the headquarters. 
 
Brianna jumps up and points her (empty) gun at Terry. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Don’t move! 
 
                      TERRY 
               It’s over, Brianna. It’s done. 
 
She looks relieved. She lowers her gun. 
  
                      BRIANNA 
               (to self) 
               Thank God.    
 
Terry begins to leave, walking past her.  
 
                      TERRY 
               If anyone asks, you killed me. 
 
                      BRIANNA 
               And what do I tell them when they  
               don’t find your body? 
 
He continues to walk off, ignoring her.  
 
                      BRIANNA 
               Where are you going?  
 
EXT. SMALL SHORELINE BEHIND WOODS – DAY 
 
Terry enters. The boat Salah was working on, which is now 
completed, sits on the edge of the shoreline.  
 
INT. EMPTY CLASSROOM – CONTINUOUS 
 
Brianna enters.  
 
She looks around the room and her face lights up in shock upon 
discovering Hardy’s dead corpse. She gasps. 
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Many military soldiers rush inside the room afterwards. 
 
                      SOLDIER 
               Excuse me. 
 
Brianna turns to him. 
 
                      SOLDIER 
               We need you to come with us. 
 
EXT. SMALL SHORELINE BEHIND WOODS – DAY 
 
Terry pushes the boat into the water. It floats adrift and he 
hops on. 
 
INT. HELICOPTER – DAY  
 
The helicopter flies over the ocean.  
 
Brianna sits in the back, military soldiers beside and in front 
of her.  
 
She lays her head back, staring out into the ocean, her eyes so 
empty, lifeless, as if all of her energy had been depleted. 
 
                      SOLDIER 1 (O.S.) 
               So what do they want us to do  
               about the instructor’s killer? 
 
She closes her eyes and falls asleep. 
 
EXT. OCEAN – CONTINOUS 
 
Terry sits on the boat. It drifts along the ocean, with no land 
in sight… 
 
-FLASH FORWARD -  
 
EXT. HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM – CONTINOUS 
 
                      SOLDIER 2 (V.O) 
               They want us to find him… 
 
We’re shown the same stadium we saw at the beginning. Marwick 
(Red) are once again beating York (Blue) 8-0. 
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We’re shown one final glance of each of the forty-two students. 
Some of these include: 
 
Quincy, Joseph, Gustav, Nigel and Chin out on the field, keeping 
the ball away from the York players. 
 
Jennylee, Brianna and Teagan, dressed in their cheerleader 
uniforms, cheering the Marwick players on. 
 
Chichi, Emily, Daniel, Gary, Yuki and Richard (the geek group) 
happily watching the game together. 
 
Joshua with Sarah and Svetlana.  
 
Giovanni with his girlfriend Naira, and Nanuk with his 
girlfriend, Leah.  
 
Ashley and Rosario cheering joyfully. Abi with Kendra, who tries 
to get her to be as excited as he is. 
 
Bailey with his girlfriend Brittany, with James and Jamie (who 
kisses him on the cheek.) 
 
                      SOLDIER 2 (V.O) 
               …And then… 
 
Felix watching the game from the main entrance, bitter. He sucks 
his teeth and leaves, deciding he’s had enough. 
 
We’re then shown Kylie, who cheers with Isaiah and Terry. Isaiah 
whispers a concerned “are you tired” in Kylie’s ear, and she 
shakes her head “no.” 
 
We focus on Terry. 
 
                      SOLDIER 2 (V.O) 
               …They want us to kill him.     
 
The shot becomes still. The color gradually changes to a dark, 
gritty black and white, as the cheering and laughter from the 
kids turn into gunshots, screams and cries… 
 

(FADE TO BLACK) 
 

END 


